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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Ten people were killed on Kentucky's roadways over the 1999
Memorial Day weekend, which
is a decrease from the 11 killed
last year over the holiday period, Kentucky State Police said
Tuesday.
This year's fatalities occurred
in nine crashes, and preliminary reports show that six of
the wrecks were alcohol-related, police said. Three of the
10 victims were wearing safety restraints, police said.
Two people were killed in
a _dune _buggy crash_ in Clay
County Sunday afternoon.
The crash occurred when
the dune buggy drove into the
path of a pickup truck. The
impact broke the dune buggy
into two pieces, which flew
about 100 feet before landing
and catching fire, police said.
Killed were two passengers
in the dune buggy, Daniel Byrd,
45, and his son, Joshua Byrd,
17, both of Sexton Creek. The
driver of the dune buggy, Jason
Hoskin, 25. was critically injured.
The pickup driver, Darryl Mavie,
37, of Clay County, received
minor injuries.
Single
fatality
crashes
occurred in Christian, Crittenden, Fayette, Hart, Lincoln.
Montgomery, Morgan
and
Nicholas counties over the holiday period, police said.

COLUMBIA, S.C. (AP) —
The just-released South Carolina Legislative Manual for
1999 is already' sparking controversy.
Not for what's in it, but for
what's on it.
Black lawmakers were surprised Tuesday to find that the
manual — stuffed with information about the state, its government and the courts — displayed the Confederate flag on
both covers.
"It's like in your face. I think
it's being vicious and disrespectful," said Rep. Leon
Howard, a Columbia Democrat, who wants the book reprinted without the flag.
The manual's covers have
glossy photographs of the newly
renovated House and Senate.
In each chamber, the U.S.
flag
sandwiched
hangs,
between the state and Confederate flags.
South Carolina remains the
only state to fly the battle flag
above its Statehouse dome.
The question of taking it
down has been a recurring issue
for lawmakers in a state where
a third of the population is
black.
The manual brought protests
from some lawmakers in the
final days of an already tense
legislative session filled with disputes about video gambling,
funding for education and tax
cuts.

WASHINGTON (AP) — Bracing for a doubling of NATO troops
in Macedonia, Prime Minister Ljubco Georgievski is taking his concern to the Clinton administration that his country could be the staging ground for an invasion of Yugoslavia.
The leader of the tiniest Balkan nation also is expected to make
a pitch for financial assistance in meetings today with Vice President
Al Gore and Secretary of State Madeleine Albright and later this
week with other U.S. officials.
Some 15,000 NATO troops have been stationed in Macedonia for
months as potential peacekeepers in Kosovo to protect returning
refugees. Currently the troops are helping care for more than 250,000
ethnic Albanians on Macedonian soil.
The allies want to double NATO forces to nearly 30,000, and
Macedonia is seeking assurances that the southeast European country
will not become the staging site for a ground invasion against its
northern neighbor.
NATO is planning to put 50,000 armed troops into Kosovo to keep
the peace if Yugoslav President Slobodan Milosevic agrees to allied

By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
The Wrather West Kentucky
Museum is receiving some unexpected exposure this month:
The museum is currently being
featured in two Kentucky magazines.
"This is a first as far as Kentucky exposure is concerned,"
Museum Director Kate Reeves said.
"Arts and Crafts Across Kentucky'," a quarterly magazine targeted toward Kentucky artisans,
features an article this month on
the museum's Helen LaFrance
exhibit.
LaFrance, a Graves County

native, was a folk artist whose paintings depicted life in the 1920s
and 1930s.
"I can't really say it's a permanent exhibit, but it is on display on the top floor," - Reeves
said. "We've had it for quite some
time, and we expect to keep it
for a while."
The article also offers a brief
history of the museum, beginning
with the construction of the building in 1924 and leading up to the
present.
A more complete history appears
in "Kentucky Explorer,- a maga-

By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer
Vandals have hit the parks
system again, causing nearly
$1.000 damage and making off
with two flags.
"They stole an American flag
and a Kentucky flag off our main
flag pole," said Skip Dobbs, director of the Murray-Calloway County Parks and Recreation Department.
The flags, which were donated by Woodmen of the World,
were taken from the flag pole
at the Gary Hohman Fields corn-

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — The
new overhead traffic signs are up
and running on Interstate 65 and
the Watterson Expressway, bringing more information and less
stress to motorists.
Most of the time, drivers won't
notice the large black signs spanning the traffic lanes. But they
will come alive at the first sign
of trouble, said John Carr, deputy
state highway engineer at the Kentucky Transportation Cabinet.
"We're going to be able to tell
you that there is congestion ahead,
tell you where the congestion is,
and allow you — the driver —
to find alternate routes around it,"
Cart said.
TRIMARC stands for Traffic
Response and Incident Management

plex in Central Park, Dobbs said.
The
incidents
happened
between 10 p.m. Monday and 7
a.m. Tuesday, he said.
At the main park, a 30- to
40-foot section of a wooden rail
fence by the old courthouse was
knocked down, Dobbs said.
One of the wooden posts was
then pulled up and used to knock
down an exterior light by the
courthouse pavilion, he said.
A sign by the Mattel playground was also torn down.
Trash was also strewn about
after trash cans were removed

Assisting the River Cities. There
is more to it than message boards.
The $9.9 million system uses a
variety of weapons to fight gridlock.
Cameras along a 10-mile stretch
of 1-65 between Eastern Boulevard in Clarksville, Ind.. and the
Watterson Expressway will monitor traffic flow and alert staffers
at the TRIMARC command center to problems.
Meanwhile, those new blue
markers that have been popping
up along are highways also play
a role, helping officials pinpoint
exactly where trouble spots are,
cutting emergency response time.
At the same time, TRIMARC
will be able to cut into 530 AM,
the radio frequency used to offer

from the courthouse pavilion and
thrown into a nearby wooded
area, Dobbs said.
Vandals also broke the electric meter outside the parks department office on Payne Street behind
the Chestnut Park, Dobbs said.
The meter was replaced Tuesday, he said.
The latest incidents run the estimated total damage to the parks
system to about $6,600 since
Halloween.
Anyone caught vandalizing the
park system faces charges of
third-degree criminal mischief.

tourism information, to give instant
traffic updates.
The system is in place just as
the heavy travel months of summer are getting under way. There
are three overheard signs in place
now — northbound 1-65 near Fern
Valley Road, eastbound Watterson
near Southern Parkway and westbound Watterson near Newburg
Road — and six more are on the
way.
The system, paid for largely
with federal highway money, is in
response to growing congestion on
Louisville roads and concerns over
the air pollution that so many
idling cars create. TRIMARC is modeled after sim-

KNOXVILLE. Tenn. (AP) — Tennessee Valley ment's chief of public integrity.
"The chairman asked for this investigation because
Authority Chairman Craven Crowell requested an
independent investigation Tuesday into allegations it is the only avenue that is open to him to resolve
over entertainment expenses by agency Inspector this matter." TVA spokesman John Moulton said.
"We support a GAO investigation but only a memGeneral George Prosser.
Crowell last week asked Congress to have its ber of Congress can request one."
Prosser could not be reached for comment. An
General Accounting Office review Prosser's office,
aide said he was on sick leave, and was expected
and Prosser agreed.
But in the face of continuing turmoil in the fed- to be absent for several weeks on doctor's orders.
eral power agency and inaction by Congress to call The aide refused to elaborate.
Crowell's letter outlined the agency's "primary
in the GAO, Crowell asked for help Tuesday from
concern that ... related to questionable credit card
the executive branch.
Crowell requested the Office of Management and charges" by Prosser, including charges for "country
Budget to seek a review by the Executive Council club, golf, hotel casino, liquor and other expenses."
More than $10,000 in such charges is being inveson Integrity and Efficiency.
The council is comprised of representatives from tigated.
"While it is possible that these charges could be
the FBI, the Office of Special Council, the Office
of Government Ethics, three or more inspector generals from other agencies and the Justice Depart-

Tonight...Mostly clear. Low
60 to 65. Light wind.
Thursday. Partly sunny. A
30 percent chance of afternoon thunderstorms. High in
the mid 80s.
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Horoscope
Sports
Today
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The Murray-Calloway County Park was vandalized during the Memorial Day holiday.
Lights were smashed and flags and signs were stolen. Pictured are the posts that
used to hold a sign in front of the Mattel playground.

Spellers asked to

BERNARD KANE Ledger & Times photo

STAYING IN TOUCH.. Murray State University student Aida
Chitumba from Angola keeps up with her e-mail Tuesday in the Curris Center on the first day of summer
classes.

(AP)
—
WASHINGTON
They've gone through dictionaries
and gleaned word lists. One contestant has spent five hours a day
on spelling drills. They've studied
thousands of words since January.
But can they speed things up
a bit?
In this year's Scripps Howard
National Spelling Bee, which begins
Wednesday and ends Thursday, a
new policy will encourage the 249
young spellers to move things
along by giving judges more guidance in disqualifying the exceptionally slow.
"It's very easy to lose track of
time," said director Paige Kimble.

"We examined time and round slatistics for the last six years and
found that spellers on average were
spending longer at the microphone.
And we could not reasonably continue that trend without extending
the length of the bee itself."
It's not an ironclad time limit,
but if a speller pauses long enough,
judges can request an immediate
response, and then disqualify a
speller who fails to give it. Under
the guidelines, adequate times to
spell words are 90 seconds for
easier words from the first day
and a two minutes for the harder words in the final rounds.
While few cydren take longer

than a minute to spell a word,
some contestants take four or five.
One year. a speller left judges and
the audience hanging for nine minutes.
The competitors, ages 9 to 15,
arrived this holiday weekend for
the two-day annual contest that ends
Thursday with a single crowned
champion. They spent Monday and
Tuesday getting acquainted with one
another and with the rules.
"I can sort of understand why
you can't just have somebody just
standing up there on stage," said
Kyra Davies, 13, an eighth-grade
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demands to withdraw Serb troops
from Kosovo and accept the presence of an international force with •
NATO "at its core," Albright and'
Defense Secretary William Cohen
said Tuesday.
President Clinton, who is delivering a commencement address
today at the Air Force Academy
in Colorado Springs, Colo., also
insists NATO allies won't compromise on having the alliance
ensure the safety of returning
refugees.
Pentagon spokesman Kenneth
Bacon said the United States would
provide about 15 percent of the
total peacekeeping force, or about
7,500 American troops.
Cohen, reiterating the Clinton
administration's long-standing position, said NATO troops would
enter Kosovo only after Milosevic ceased fighting ethnic Albanian rebels and withdrew Serb troops.
NATO's intent is not to invade
and expel Serb forces, he said.
Both he and Albright also made
plain that NATO would not compromise on its demand that the
alliance must be at the heart of
any peacekeeping force in Kosovo.
"By being at the core, that
means there must be a command
and control structure that is NATO's
in charge of any peacekeeping
operation,- Cohen said after speaking at a suburban Washington high

school.
On the diplomatic front, Russian envoy Viktor Chernomyrdin
and Finnish President Manti Ahtisaari were to meet today with
Milosevic in Belgrade. The meetings come a day after they held
talks with Deputy Secretary of
State Strobe Talbott in Bonn, Germany. in hopes of establishing a
common position.
Georgievski's visit follows foreign ministers of five NATO countries — Britain, Germany, Greece,
Canada and Italy — who made stops
here in the past couple of weeks
to register unity with the United
States and discuss reservati4s.
On Tuesday, Italian Foreign Minister Lamberto Dini gave unqualified backing to U.S. insistence
that Milosevic accept NATO's
demands before there could be a
halt in the airstrikes that began
March 24.
"lf there were those who thought
that within the alliance there may
be weak links, maybe those that
want to break the ranks from the
alliance. I think that if in Belgrade there was such a view, the
view is ill-founded," Dini said.
"We cannot, at this point, fall into
negotiating tricks."
Albright. after meeting with
Dini, agreed that the United States
and Italy were "solidly behind
these objectives and we will not
settle for less."

• Museum.• •
From Page 1
zine that publishes 10 times a year
and is geared more toward Kentucky historians.
The "Explorer" offers a more
in-depth historical account of the
development of the museum. tracing the building's evolution from
the Normal School Building to the
current museum of today.
The two articles came about as
a result of the work of Bettr
Bradley, a senior intern who was
working at the museum.
"As a class project. we decided to work on a couple of articles to see, if we could get them
published,- Reeves said. "Not long
after submitting them, we were

'
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contacted by one of the magazines."
Reeves also said that a major
factor in getting the articles published may have had to do with
the background of the :'Arts and
Crafts" editor.
"I believe the editor. Nancy
Bronner, is a Murray State graduate," she said. "That may have
helped us a little."
Although Reeves is excited about
the exposure the museum is receiving, she said it is hard to tell yet
how the articles would affect attendance.
"(The magazines) are brand new,
so they're just now making their
way around the state," Reeves said.
"(Murray State University Presi-

HI

"The plane was going so fast,
LITTLE ROCK, Ark. (AP) —
In a terrifying crash landing during when we ha the ground, we went
a storm, an American Airlines off the end of the runway," Barrett
flight with 145 people aboard skid- Baber said at a theater near the airded off. a rain-slickened runway, port where survivors were taken to
broke apart and burst into flames. meet with families and friends.
At least 131 people survived, but "We hit a huge pole, and it split the
authorities said there were fatali- plane in half. A fire started at the
front of the plane and spread back.
ties.
The deaths in the crash just beAirport spokesman Phillip Laufore midnight Tuesday were the nius said low towers at the end of
first on a major U.S. airline in the runway support runway lights,
but he didn't know if the plane colnearly 1 1/2 years.
Passengers aboard the plane de- lided with one. He said the plane
scribed a scene of terror, with the rotated about 150 degrees as it
twin-engine Super MD-80 splitting skidded, and came to rest with its
into pieces and catching fire after it tail facing away from the runway.
slid to the edge of the Arkansas
"Once the smoke got too thick,
River.
there was nothing we could do.
As flames spread through the People were screaming, 'God,
plane, some passengers squeezed please save us!" Baber said.
one by one through an emergency
"We landed, the plane started
exit while others escaped through skidding, and then flames, flames,"
openings created when the plane's added passenger David Stanley,
fuselage fractured. They scrambled
who wasn't hurt. "I remember
away from the plane across lowflames and flames."
lands near the river — in darkness,
In all, 51 people were taken to
rain and hail.
the theater.
"We grabbed each other and ran
away," said Missy Lewis, traveling
with her husband and teen-aged
daughter.
At least 80 people were injured
and taken to hospitals after the
From Page 1
crash of Flight 1420. Fourteen peospeller from Lexington, Ky.
ple were not immediately ac"Right now I've been spelling
counted for. Fifty-one others did
words sort of fast," said Kyra, a
not require hospital treatment.
national bee first-timer sponsored
by the Kentucky Derby Festival
Inc.
"I've rarely seen a spelle? take
so long that judges have to ask
dent) Dr. (Kern) Alexander has them to start spelling," said Edmund
come in and was pleased with the Gillett 111, a 14-year-old eighthexposure the university and the grader from New York City, making his second national bee appearmuseum has received."
With upcoming traveling exhibits ance.
Edmund, who has learned about
on the Civil War in Kentucky and
the achievements of black women 4,000 words since January, is not
in America, Reeves feels the muse- intimidated by the time factor.
"A minute would be the most
um will have plenty to offer in
time I've taken," said Edmund,
the upcoming months.
While, the articles have provid- who is sponsored by the New York
ed good publicity for the muse- Daily News.
Many of the words come from
um. Reeves said that because of
staff limitations, she isn't sure the Paideia — rooted in the Greek
whether similar articles will be com- word for education — a directoing from the museum on a regu- ry of difficult words distributed
to spelling bee contestants.
lar basis.
Contestants in the national bee
"I would love to have more."
she said. "That's basically what I all have won regional bees to qualify. Those who pass the first few
spend all my time doing now.ounds today will compete for the
hampionship Thursday. The winter will receive $10,000, a choice
if encyclopedias and other prizes.
F.ach contestant will receive a comnemorative watch from Scripps
-foward and a cash prize determined
)yr rank.
A bee rule from last year has
created a controversy of sorts this
year. Jamaica, home of the reigning champ, has been banned from
this year's competition after having sent spellers to the national
bee two years in a row. The island
nation has to sit this one out
because of a rule requiring eligible spellers to have participated
in qualifying contests held no earher than this Feb. I.

Representatives of Woodmen of the World Lite Insurance Society presented a Kentucky Flag to the Calloway County Chamber of Commerce. Pictured, left to right, (kneeling) Judy Gargas; Woodmen Field Representative Dale Hughes; John Williams; Woodmen Field Representatives Tim Hilbrecht arid
Wayne Hammons; Lodge 827 member Linda Fain; and Lodge
827 member Colleen Anderson.

• Crowell...

• Spellers...

From Page 1
legitimate, the only way to definitely determine whether they are
appropriate is to have them
reviewed by an independent third
party," Crowell wrote.
Prosser claims the charges were
to entertain TVA power distributors, often in the company of thenTVA board member Johnny Hayes.
Prosser said he was following routine policy for agency administrators.
TVA management said the
actions appear improper for the
agency's watchdog. But Prosser
claims he is being hounded for
investigating former TVA executive Joe Dickey.
Crowell notes in his letter that
Prosser has filed a report "alleging that TVA has attempted to
impede the independence" of his
office and that report, too, would
be provided the integrity council
"All of these developments make
it critical that the Integrity Committee act expeditiously to address
these serious matters and to ensure
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We can..
The Eagle Nest Annuity is a flexible-premium, tax-deferred annuity
issued by American General Annuity
Insurance Company.
With the Eagle Nest Annuity, you'll
receive a first-year interest bonus, taxdeferred interest accumulation and
extended care protection. And your
principal is guaranteed by American
General Annuity.
Spread your wings and consider adding
the Eagle Nest Annuity to your
retirement portfolio. Ask the financial
representatives at Union Planters how
this annuity can help secure your
retirement nest egg.
The Eagle Nest Annuity is
available through Union Planters
Insurance Agency, Inc. or its
affiliates. The Eagle Nest is not
available in all states.
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the public confidence in the integrity of the (inspector general) at
TVA," Crowell wrote.
Meantime, U.S. Sen. Fred
Thompson, R-Tenn., says he's
against President Clinton filling
two TVA board vacancies temporarily until fall-term members
are selected.
Crowell currently is the only
member of the three-member board.
Hayes left in January to work in
Vice- President Al Gore's presi-,
.y
r mteprm
ai gne,nadneddB I enin8os
ndiennet aylecaa
May
The expected nominations of
Skila Harris, a Department of Energy official, and Tupelo, Miss
Mayor Glenn McCullough Jr. have
been pending for months.
Knoxville Mayor Victor Ashe has
urged the vacancies be filled ternporarily.
But Thompson said such appoint ments could fill TVA board slots
for 1 1/2 years "before the Senate could pass judgment on this
matter. That's not a good idea."

Bank robber shot
CLARKSON, Ky. (AP) — A
manager at a rural bank shot and
killed a robber, the second the
manager has fatally shot in the
last three years.
"It's too bad that these things
have to happen," Clyde Bratcher,
the bank manager, said this morning in a telephone interview. He
declined to discuss the shooting
further.
The latest shooting occurred
shortly after 2 p.m. CDT Tuesday
at a branch of the Bank of Clarkson on U.S. 62 in Clarkson in
Grayson County, officials said.
Grayson County Deputy Coroner Ronald Hudson said the alleged
robber was not armed.
The man, who appeared to be

From Page 1
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ilar traffic management systems in
places such as San Diego, Minneapolis, Cincinnati and Atlanta,
which has seen some success in
reducing congestion.
The Georgia Department of
Transportation implemented the
Navigator system in greater Atlanta
before the 1996 Summer Olympics,
said Ben Snedeker. a department
spokesman. The $140 million system uses 67 color cameras, 317
black-and-white cameras and 45
message signs to keep traffic moving along lnterstates 75 and 85.
Staffers can spot traffic problems
on an electronic map at the Navigator control room.
Traffic engineers can also use

in his late 20s, had no identification. The state medical examiner's office in Louisville will perform an autopsy, and the man will
be fingerprinted, Hudson said.
The man vaulted over the counter and told a teller that be was
robbing the bank, state police said.
After the teller gave the man soniev
money. Bratcher emerged from an
office and shot the man twice in
the chest, police said.
He died at the scene, Hudson
said.
In September 1996, Bratcher shot
and killed a man who'walked into
the bank carrying a high-powered
rifle and wearing a stocking over
his head.

special software to make up-tothe-minute calculations on traffic
flow, Snedeker said. Meanwhile, the
Georgia Department of Trans portation has set up toll-free cellular phone lines and a Web site
so motorists can call for instant
traffic updates.
Police and fire officials use
Navigator to determine how to
respond to emergency calls and
avoid sending more emergency
vehicles than are needed.
"In the past, they might have
sent a fire engine and an ambulance to every accident, because
they didn't know what to expect,"
Snedeker said. "Now, with more
information available, they know
right away that all they need to
send is a tow truck."
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College Begins In Kindergarten!
Successful education depends on the basics.
Your child's educational
future may well depend on the
basics that he or she is taught in
the earliest years of school. The
program used in Eastwood
Christian Academy is now used in
over 8,000 schools across
America. The program includes
reading in Kindergarten with a
strong emphasis on phonics.

The elementary has a strong
language arts and math program
The high school requires college
preparatory courses. Our education revolves around Bible-based
curriculum with caring. Christian
teachers. Students who have
gone through this curriculum
rank in the top 20 percentile
nationwide on the Stanford
achievement test.

EASTWOOD CHRISTIAN
ACADEMY
"Training the heart as well as the mind!"

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 270-753-7744
OR VISIT 2191 STATE AT. 94 EAST, MURRAY. KY
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Lt. for Future Fund, which hasn't yet
Gov. Steve Henry has been sued arranged for the purchase.
In the suit, filed April 13 in
by a former friend and business
associate who claims he owes her Jefferson Circuit Court, Owens also
money from various business ven- claims Henry was overpaid for work
he did for an Owens-owned comtures.
Henry said he once had a per- pany called Kentucky Medical
sonal relationship with Nancy A. Research and Development Inc.;
Owens of Louisville and the suit that Henry refuses to pay her a
resulted from their inability to share of income from property
agree to terms for severing their they jointly own on Galt Avenue
business relationship. They need in Louisville; and that Henry owes
the court to divide their joint inter- her money from personal loans
she has made to him.
ests, he said.
In his formal answer filed May
The biggest part of the claim
by Owens is for her share of a 18, Henry denied these allegations
256-acre tract of land in Jefferson and claimed that Owens' compaand Bullitt counties, which she ny owes him money for "some
medical services provided and
and Henry bought in 1993.
They intended to sell the land equipment" that he leased to that
at no profit to Future Fund Inc., company.
The largest of those interests
a non-profit group Henry founded the same year to preserve nat- is the 256-acre tract along Floyds
Fork, which was purchased for
ural areas along Floyds Fork.
$256,000
by Kentucky Medical
But Owens said last week that
when she agreed to sell for no Research and Development Inc.
profit, she did not know she would
Owens' suit states that she holds
hold the land for so long and have a 24.1 percent "share
of the equito pay property taxes.
ty" in that land and that Henry
She said she put up about 20 holds the remaining 75.9 percent.
percent of the original cost and
Henry said he provided about
has increased her share through $200,000 in 1993 to Owens' comthe tax payments.
pany so it would have enough to
"I'd still like to see it all go
buy the land quickly when it became
to the Future Fund," said Owens, available and before Future Fund.
who is a dietitian. But because
had the money to buy it.
she's had so much of her money
He said he and Owens agreed
tied up in the property for about
to sell it to Future Fund for the,
six years. Owens said she thinks
same price Owens' company paid
she should get the current fair
— without even any compensamarket value for her share of the
tion for inflation or rising propland.
erty values.
Henry said Friday that he is
Henry said he stands to lose
resisting because he and Owens
about $100,000 for tying up his
agreed to acquire the land only
money in the land.

"Technically, I own 0 percent,"
Henry said. "I don't own title to
it. My equity is there, and I'm
just holdingit for the Future Fund."
Jeff Frank, a Future Fund board
member and its volunteer property manager, said while there is
apparently no written contract on
the matter, Owens and Henry
"apparently reached an arrangement to buy it and hold it, and
when Future Fund was in a position to take title, we would buy

BERNARD

KANE/Ledger & Times photo
ALMOST THERE: Derek Johnson of Memphis
navigates his way to the end of the high wire
during his visit to the National Scouting Museum
Tuesday.

Frank said that Future Fund has
put off buying the land because
it believed it to be in friendly
hands. It has used its money to
acquire other tracts more threatened by development.
Staff Report
Frank said he hopes Owens'
Murray Ledger & Times
lawsuit "doesn't unduly complicate"
A Benton woman remained in
the sale to Future Fund.
custody in Marshall County
Henry, who has helped Future
Wednesday morning on felony
Fund raise money to buy land, theft charges for allegedly
creating
said the land's _e_ventual sale will_ —a scam to get money
from a Calloprove he did not profit, but in
way County charitable organization
fact lost money, on this deal.
for an operation for a child in her
"I don't want to come out a custody.
bad guy in this situation when it's
The Marshall County Sheriff's
costing me $100,000 at a mini- Departmen
t charged Doris Duncan,
mum to hold the land for the
49, with theft by deception more
Future Fund." he said.
than $300, a Class D felony. Tuesday afternoon.
Duncan turned herself in to the
Calloway County Sheriffs Department, which turned her over to
Marshall County authorities, acpayment of attorney fees and cording to Marshall County Detective Jamie French.
expenses.
Duncan allegedly told Bikers of
Anderson's alleged tax liabilities, including penalties and inter- Calloway County that the 8-yearest, are $170,196.52 in sales and old girl, of whom she had tempouse and withholding taxes for Bro- rary custody. needed an operation
ken • Hill Mining Co. Inc. in 1995 to repair her kidney. French said.
The group organized a charity
and 1996, $23,698.04 in withpol er run, which was scheduled for
holding taxes for Hobart Energy
May 22 in Hardin. French said.
Corp. in 1993 and 1994 and
But a tip to the Marshall County
$1,548.65 in withholding taxes for
Chad Processing Inc. in 1992. The
state also charged that he owes
$57,144.72 in income taxes from
1987 through 1994.
Anderson is a certified public
accountant who attempted to file
to run for governor or lieutenant
governor in January but missed
the deadline by minutes. He represents the 98th House District,
which covers Greenup County.

Duncan charged with creating scam

Anderson claims tax dispute settled
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
state lawmaker accused of failing
to pay more than $252,000 in
taxes claims that he settled the
dispute with the state three years
ago.
State Rep. Hobart W. Anderson, R-Russell. filed a response
Tuesday in Franklin Circuit Court.
He denied that he owes the state
$195,443.21 in taxes on three energy companies he owns and
$57,144.72 in income taxes.
The state Revenue Cabinet sued
Anderson on April 6 and gave
him 20 days to respond. It later
extended the response time tdrTuesday.
If the court rules that Anderson does owe back taxes and he
does not pay the debt, the state
could seize his property. The ethics
code for state lawmakers does not
apply to legislators with personal
tax problems.
The three-page lawsuit filed by
Revenue Secretary Sarah Jane

Schaaf asks that Anderson repay
$252,587.93 in back taxes, plus
penalties and interest from April
15, 1999, until the court rules.
Anderson's attorney, Douglas C.
Brandon of Lexington, said Anderson settled a tax problem with the
state in May 1996 by paying
$80,000. Brandon would not disclose any other details about the
settlement or its terms.
"Litigation will show that Mr.
Anderson has done nothing wrong,"
Brandon said Tuesday.
Don Guier, assistant general
counsel for the Revenue Cabinet,
said he had not seen Anderson's
response. But he said "there may
be more terms to a settlement than
just an amount."
Guier said, that if those terms
are not followed, the settlement
can be voided. He also declined
to discuss specifics of the settlement.
In his response to the lawsuit,
Anderson demanded a trial by jury,

Beane to speak at next
p-toraffic
e, the
ranscelsite
nstant

Henry did not list his interest
in the property in annual disclosure forms he has filed the last four years with the Executive
Branch Ethics Commission. Those
forms require state officials to list
real 'tstate in, which they have an
interest of at least $10,000. But
Henry said .fie's never tried to conceal his equitjf interest in the property.

Dr. Allan Beane will be the
speaker at the next Parent Power
meeting on June 8 at 6 p.m. at
the University Church of Christ.
He is a professor at Murray
State University in the College of
Education. He is author of "The
Bully Free Classroom" published
by Free Spirit Publishing Company (Minneapolis, Minn.) and a
national expert and speaker on the
prevention of bullying, a form of
school violence.
Beane has also published several journal articles and book chapters on peer victimization (bullying) and has been interviewed by

the magazine "NEA Today" and
several radio stations across the
country.
His topic will be "How to Promote the Acceptance of Your Child:
Every Child is Special."
Parents will be given several
practical tips for preventing their
children from becoming victims
of school violence and in their
neighborhoods. as well as how to
develop sensitivity and empathy
in their own children.
The presentation will also
include a brief interaction with
students and a question and answer
session with parents.

See
Ronnie
Melvin
For All
Your
Tire
Needs.

Sheriff's Department in mid-May arrested four men on charges
of flaled authorities to subpoena the grant non-support,
a Class D felgirl's medical records, which indi- ony. in the past two
days. They are:
cated she only had a minor infec• John Steven Marshall. 39, of
tion that was being treated with an- Ash Street,
who was arrested
tibiotics. French said.
Wednesday morning. He remained
The bikers' charity event was in
the Calloway County Jail in lieu
cancelled after they learned about of $26,000
bond.
the scam. French said.
• Richard Morefield, 22, of
"As far as we know, they were
Payne Street. who was arrested
acting in good faith," he said.
Wednesday morning and jailed in
Sheriff's investigators recovered
lieu of $1,100 bond.
about $300 from cans distributed
• Danny Ferguson, 35. of South
by the bikers to various businesses
Fourth Street, was arrested Tuesday
to collect money for the girl's opand jailed in lieu of $10,000 bond.
er4•tion. a Marshall County Sher• Marty Koon, 29, of Grand Riviff's Department press release said.
ers, who was arrested Tuesday in
They also learned one of the
Livingston County and jailed here.
child's relatives had donated
in lieu of $9,000 bond.
$1.000 and that $1,500 was in a
Also, the Calloway County sherbank account in Calloway County,
iff's detectives are investigating the
the release said.
theft of a $460 compact disc player
The girl is now in the custody of
that was taken from a Spruce Street.
her grandparents in Marshall
woman's car this past weekend.
County. French said.
The theft happened Saturday
Duncan remained in the Herman
when Zahia Foster's car quit on
Ford Detention Center in lieu of
Laurel Lane and had to be left
$2.500 cash bond.
there, said Sheriff Stan Scott, who
In other matters, the Calloway said the
incident was reported
County Sheriffs Department has
Tuesday night.
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KENTUCKY ROUNDUP
The State Journal, Frankfort
the methods used to run a private company. ...
The pictures were enough to make anyone sick:
When it came to input on the issue of extendtowering trees arching majestically over a mean- ing University of Kentucky President Charles
dering creek in Central Kentucky. And the water Wethington's contract, however, employees had litwas as white as milk.
tle or none. Input, that is.
The pictures were of Town Branch in Fayette
The faculty was circumvented. It's just about as
County two weeks ago after a fire at a pfacz„,„ _simple. as that—
tory located on the creek caused an unknown but
It was circumvented because Mr. Wethington's
huge quantity of latex paint to spill into it.
supporters knew that many faculty members had
All the fish were killed.
misgivings about him. They have had those reserAnd the plume of latex paint moved inexorably vations for a long time, in part because he came
down stream, from Town Branch into South Elkhorn from the community college system, which has no
creek.
academic cachet.
Still more fish were killed.
Other concerns were more defensible. For examThe remnants of the paint ... moved from Scott ple, some were suspicious because he
was proCounty into Franklin County on the Elkhorn. State moted by
a governor, Wallace Wilkinson, who
officials are hoping the steady dilution of the paint
seemed to enjoy sneering dismissively at profesby the creek's water will lessen the environmensors, and at the ittybitty journals in which they
tal impact on the creek here.
publish.
But still, fish in the South Elkhorn were said
But the current faculty fury is not restricted to
to be in distress.
academic snobs and professorial soreheads. No less
No one really knows how long Town Branch
a figure than historian George Herring, one of the
and South Elkhorn will be affected by the latex
university's most distinguished scholars, groaned,
pollution, how long before the water clears and
"I
thought we had moved beyond the backroom
fish are able to live in the creeks again.
dealings."
The terrible pollution of creeks in central KenCertainly we must, if UK is to lift itself out of
tucky caused by the paint factory fire demonstrates
mediocrity
and do for its students, and its state,
the fragility of our most treasured natural resources.
the things a great university can do.
As long as industrial facilities like paint factoAlready some have called for a reconsideration
ries are located near or on central Kentucky waterof
the Wethington contract extension by the board.
ways, there always will be the danger of accidents
That 'would be justified, if for no other reason
that dump deadly pollutants into them.
Clearly, however, there is a compelling need for than to clarify the record.
The board vote, as announced, was wrong. It
state and local environmental agencies to react
was
recorded as unanimous, when at least two trustees,
quickly to contain such incidents with equipment
and manpower capable of limiting the pollution's both faculty members, said they voted "no."
Gov. Paul Patton was circumvented, too.
impact as much as possible.
It's true that for generations the problem was
Gov. Paul Patton wants to devote part of state
profits from proposed gambling casinos to pre- too much political input — too much gubernatorial influence over campus policies and politics.
serving Kentucky's natural treasures.
But there is every reason for Gov. Patton to
Whether or not casinos ever come to Kentucky,
there is a compelling need for an environmental have been included in the conversations that must
damage hit squad that can be mobilized at a have preceded the maneuvers at last week's board
meeting.
moment's notice ...
The governor fought hard to change Kentucky's
The Courier-Journal, Louisville
approach to higher education. He will be expectUniversity governance is always a difficult busi- ed to see those changes through. ...
ness.
But, then, conspirators seldom include their foe
It's supposed to be a lot.more democratic than in their planning for a coup de main.

How bad is the damage caused
to America's defenses by "the
largest espionage success against
the United States since the Soviet Union in the 1940s," in the
words of former House Speaker
Newt Gingrich?
It was Gingrich who launched
the Select Committee on U.S.
and
Security
National
Military/Commercial Concerns with
the People's Republic of China,
chaired by Rep. Christopher Cox
(R-Calif.) before leaving Congress.
So bad, said former U.N. Ambassador Jeane Kirkpatrick, "it renders us immediately a great deal
more vulnerable than we have ever
been in our history."
In conversations following the
release of the Cox report, Gingrich and Kirkpatrick spoke in
somber terms about the potential
injury to American interests and
American security by the Clinton
administration's failure to stop the
export of our best nuclear technology.
Not only will we suffer because
of what the Chinese now possess,
said Kirkpatrick, but "proliferation
proceeds geometrically. What China
has, China sells." Indeed, China
is a top R roliferator of weapons
of mass destruction, and some of
its customers are North Korea,
Iraq and Iran.
Both Kirkpatrick and Gingrich
believe the Chinese are capable
of launching a missile at American troops, allied targets and even
American cities.
Kirkpatrick said the Chinese do
not value human life and might
be willing to suffer retaliatory consequences for the psychological
benefit of striking American soil
with a missile.
Gingrich worried that our military and intelligence capabilities
are in disarray because of Clinton
administration policies.
"I see a country with a president who has overused the military while under-investing in, it.
We're losing a lot of our best

r 014,1, NT .3.4/1.4c..,

I don't know about anyone else,
but I, for one, hope Gatewood
ANALYSIS
Galbraith files as an independent
candidate for governor this summer.
I don't think I could stand a
general election as pitiful as the
TODD DUVALL
primaries we just had in Kentucky.
Syndicated Columnist
Actually, we had primaries and
very nearly no one showed up to the gubernatorial
debates on KET.
vote. A scant 8 percent of regis- And he'll trot out Willie Nelson
tered Democrats bothered to vote to draw a crowd.
last Tuesday. Barely 5 percent of
He won't win, of course, but
Republicans cast ballots, and they that's never been Galbraith's intenvery nearly nominated a candidate tion in his earlier campaigns.
for governor with an unlisted teleHe'll do better than expected
phone number.
simply because a lot of voters will
Jesse "The Body" Ventura aside, 'cast a ballot for him as a protest
now that would have made histo- against Patton knowing Patton's
ry and headlines.
going to win and against Martin
Contrast the 1999 gubernatori- as a protest of the Republican
al election with that of 1995. Solid Party's failure to produce a sincandidate from both parties. Strong gle serious candidate for statewide
public interest in the outcome. office this year.
Clear divisions between Democrat
And we will have a new state
Paul Patton and Republican Larry treasurer — Democrat Jonathan
Forgy.
Miller of Lexington — who will
14tearwe have Patton nom- take office in January with only
d without opposition for a about 66,000 votes to his credit.
historiet second consecutive term.
Having spent an estimated
We have Republican Peppy Mar- $500,000 to have his name on all
tin, a publicist from Tian County the state's checks for four years.
who won the nomination last week Miller will discover soon enough
by fewer than 1,000 votes over that the Treasury is hardly the
David Williams, who cut off phone place to launch a promising politcommunications without once giv- ical career.
ing an interview or making a pubWhat the 1999 Democratic and
lic speech.
Republican primaries demonstratAnd the tkxpayers spent sever- ed above all else is that a small
al millions dollars to haul out the fraction of registered voters
voting machines and pay poll work- statewide are hard core when it
ers at every precinct to sit idle comes to exercising their civic
for 12 solid hours.
responsibility.
That's why we need Galbraith
That's hardly encouraging to
in the campaign as an independ- the good government types who
ent. He'll liven the discussion if would like to believe that people
nothing more.
exercise their right to vote no matHe'll give us a reason to watch ter how lackluster the candidates

Send letters to P.O. Box
1040, Murray, KY 42071.
They may also be faxed
to (502) 753-1927 or email them to tnit@murrayledgencom
SCRIPT
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"You've never had 16 years in
a row that would be as bad as
Clinton followed by Gore, undermining American defenses ind
allowing the Chinese to become a
genuine threat."
The Clinton administration's
response to the Cox report is wholly inadequate.
The administration admits to no
mistakes and certainly no wrongdoing.
In a familiar exercise of hubris
and spin, it claims to have already
been working on security concerns
long'
,fore the Cox committee
began its investigation.
And it asserts that Department
of Energy Secretary Bill Richardson is "aggressively implementing" a presidential directive to
strengthen security and counterintelligence at U.S. National Laboratories.
Why is it, then, that Chairman
Cox says security breaches continue and probably will not be
fixed until next year?
The nuclear horses are gone,
and only now does the president
express interest in closing the barn
door. .
The administration's claims are
as credible as Beijing's assertion
that China stole nothing.
The Clinton legacy may be that
he helped begin a new cold war
for the sake of his preservation
in office.
The spying may have started .
20 years ago, but it was discovered and ignored on this president's watch.
The Chinese now have everything they need to make the world
an unsafer place.

Galbraith needed in campaign

Letters...

Isill . . . ,. . .s. . 4.„ s.,. .,

people, who are leaving. Our
equipment is wearing out. The
intelligence community is overextended and under-funded. They
missed the Chinese embassy bombing in Belgrade and the Indian
nuclear tests, among other things,
because they don't have enough
analysts to look at all the photographs."
The Cox report not only reveals
laxness on the administration's part,
it suggests corruption that allowed
the secrets to continue flowing to
China long after a lid should have
been put on the source of the
problem.
Gingrich said, "It further exposes the Janet Reno Justice Department as probably the most disgraceful Justice Department since
the Teapot Dome scandal of 1923
when the attorney general had to
resign because of corruption.
While Congress should fully
investigate all of the issues raised
by the Cox committee, the likelihood of President Clinton being
held accountable while still in office
is remote. That is why the public should make Vice President Gore
the target of any moral retribution.
"If you want political accountability, defeat Gore," said Gingrich, and added: "Any citizen
who cares about America's survival knows you cannot have eight
more years of this administration.
You have a president who is totally mendacious.
"You have a vice president who
can't even recognize monks when
they're wearing saffron robes.
Gore succeeding Chinon would
be a commitment to the decay of
America.

or pre-ordained the outcome of
the election.
The one clear benefit of having an incumbent governor without primary opposition of any kind
and virtually guaranteed re-election in November is that Patton
is free to discuss issues he would
have avoided otherwise.
No matter what someone
believes about casino gambling
and the need for an increase in
the state gasoline tax, Patton has
tossed those controversies into the
public arena and invited discussion and debate on them.
Thus more than six months
before the 2000 General Assembly is set to convene, legislators
are being forced to confront, study
and digest key issues that will be
before them next year. That would
not have happened if Patton had
serious opposition in the Democratic primary or the November
general election.
And especially on the gambling
issue, the public is able to get
more and better information to
form opinions than if the idea of
casino gambling were to come out
of nowhere sometime in January
or February.
But those clear benefits still don't
make up for a good, hard-fought
gubernatorial campaign.
That's why we need Gatewood
Galbraith on the ballot in November.
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Ortis G. Drinkard

QUESTION: I have a 2-yearold boy w ho is as cute as a
bug's ear and I love him dearly, but he nearly drives me crazy.
He throws the most violent temper tantrums and gets into everything. Why is he like this, and
are other toddlers so difficult?
DR. DOBSON: Your description of your toddler comes right
out of the child development textbooks. That time of life begins
with a bang (like the crash of . a
lamp or a porcelain vase) at about
18 months of age and ru
hot
and heavy un
day.
A toddler is the most ha
nosed opponent of law and order,
and he honestly believes the universe circles around him. In his
cute little way, he is curious,
charming, funny, lovable, exciting,
selfish and demanding - and rebellious and destructive. Comedian Bill
Cosby must have had some personal experience with toddlers. He
is quoted as saying, "Give me 200
active 2-year-olds, and I could
conquer the world."
Children between 15 and 36
months of age do not want to be
restricted or inhibited in any manner, nor are they inclined to conceal their opinions. Bedtime
becomes an exhausting, dreaded
ordeal each night. They want to
play with everything in reach, particularly fragile and expensive orna-

Ortis G. Drinkard, 89. Belmont Drive, Murray, died Monday,
May 31, 1999, at 6 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He had retired from the Bud Company, Troy, Mich. Born Sept.
21, 1909, in Henry County, Tenn., he was the son of the late Dee
Drinkard and Mary Lou Ray Drinkard. One sister, Mavis Brewer,
and three brothers, J.D. Drinkard, Branch Drinkard and Curtis Drinkard,
also preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Rudith L. Crouch Drinkard;
five sisters, Mrs. Imogene Palmer and husband, Hugh, Mrs. Betty
Coleman and husband, James, Mrs. Estelle Lovett,- Mrs. Velma
Rose, and Mrs. Jimmie Lee Carmichael and husband, Eddie, all
of Murray; one brother, Paul Drinkard and wife, Betsy, Jensen
Beach, Fla.: several nieces and nephews.
The funeral will be Thursday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. The Rev. Dan Leslie will officiate. Oneida White will have the music.
Pallbearers will be Joe Hosford, Keith Crouch, Jeff Gream, Hal
Crouch, Hugh Palmer and Kevin Bearsby. Burial will follow in
Salem Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today
(Wednesday).

Buster Lynch
Buster Lynch, 81, Lynch Road, Benton, died Monday,-May 31,
1999, at 4 p.m. at Baptist Central Hospital, Memphis, Tenn.
A member of Hardin Church of Christ, he was a member of
International Union of Operator Engineers, Operators Local 181.
He was an Army veteran of World War II where he received the
Purple Heart. Mr. Lynch was self-employed as a heavy equipment
operator.
Preceding him in death were his first wife, Estelle Edwards
Lynch, his parents, Josh Lynch and Alice Knight Lynch, two sisters and four brothers.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Geraldine Putman Lynch; one
daughter, Mrs. Donna Lynch Mathis, Benton; one son, Don Lynch.
Dover, Tenn.; one brother, Everett Lynch, Russellville; six grandchildren; seven great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Thursday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. Mark Hurt and Don McBrayer will
officiate. Burial will follow in Edwards Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 4 p.m. today
(Wednesday).

ments. They prefcr using their
pants rather than the potty, and insist
on eating with their hands. And
most of what goes in their mouths
is not food. When they break loose
in a store
ey run as fast as
theirj,gW1egs will carry them. They
pic1up the kitty by its ears and
then scream bloody murder when
scratched. They want Mommy within 3 feet of them all day, preferably in the role of their full-time
playmate. Truly, the toddler is a
tiger - but a precious one.
I hope you won't get too distressed by the frustrations of the
toddler years. It is a very brief
period of development that will
be over before you know it. With
all its challenges, it is also a
delightful time when your little
boy is at his cutest. Approach him
with a smile and a hug. But don't
fail to establish yourself as the
boss during this period. All the years
to come will be influenced by the
relationship you build during this
18-month window.

QUESTION: The children who
play with my kids in the neighborhood are familiar with terrible programs on television and
cable TV. I can't believe that
their parents let them watch such
violent and sexualized stuff. What
are the long-term consequences
of this programming on children?
DR. DOBSON: It is sad and
very difficult to understand why
so many parents fail to supervise
what their kids watch. To those
who let them watch anything they
wish, I would pose this proposition: Suppose a complete stranger
came to your door and said, "You
look tired. Why don't you let me
take care of your children for a
day or two?" I doubt if many of
you would say, "Great idea. Come
on in-.
That's a story that Peggy Charren, president of Action for Children's Television, likes to tell. Her
point is well taken. When we sit

Post office stresses
dog bite prevention

Duane Woodrum
Barbara Woodrum
Memorial services for Sheryl Duane (Woody) Woodrum and his
wife, Barbara Jean Pyle Woodrum, 65. Aurora, will be Saturday
at 4 p.m. at Aurora Oaks Campground which they had operated
for the past 25 years.
Mr. and Mrs. Woodrum who had been married for 47 years
died Saturday. May 29, 1999, from injuries sustained in a onevehicle accident in Clinton County, Illinois. The accident occurred
on Illinois 127 about 4 a.m.
Also injured in the accident was the couple's grandson, Jamie
Woodrum, 12, of Ashland, Ill. He was released from Memorial
Hospital. Springfield. Ill., on Monday.
Mr. Woodrum worked for Western Electric for 25 years and
was active in the Ross-Aurora Volunteer Fire Department and the
Aurora Sewer District.They were members of United Ridge United Methodist Church at Aurora.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Pamela Sue Schlicht,
Springfield. III.; two sons, Steven Duane Woodrum, Jacksonville,
111., and Robert Berry Woodrum, Ashland, Ill.; six grandchildren;
two great-grandchildren. Mrs. Woodrum is also survived by two.
sisters. Mrs. Edith Stinson, Indiana, and Mrs... Betty Greever, Illinois; and one brother, Richard Pyle, Texas.
Joint funeral rites were today at 10 a.m. at Grace Lutheran
Church, Springfield, Ill. Burial was in Pleasant Plains Cemetery
with Boardman and Smith Funeral Home in Springfield in charge
of arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the American Diabetes Association, Kentucky Affiliate Inc., 745 W. Main St.. Suite
150, Louisville, KY 40202.

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Postal Service has decided to make
dog-bite prevention a summer-long
project.
The arrival of warm weather
tends to increase the confrontations
between letter carriers and dogs. So
post offices across the country are
beginning safety campaigns aimed
both at their workers and dog owners.
Things have improved markedly
in recent years, postal officials report.
There were 2,451 postal employees bitten by dogs last year,
down 167 from 1997 and far below
the peak years in the 1980s when
more Wan 7,000 letter carriers were
attacked annually, the post office
said.
Houston remained the most dangerous city for a letter carrier with
49 bitten last year. Even so, that
was better than the 65 attacked a
year earlier.

The post office credited employee training and public education programs for the decline in
bites since the 1980s.
Yet the 2,541 injured letter carriers is a tiny share of the estimated
4.7 million Americans bitten last
year. About 60 percent of the victims were young children.
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Buy, Lease, or Rent
a Tank & Get 1 Year
Guaranteed Gas Price
Lake Region Propane Gas, Inc. -1
31 Small Lane
Hardin, KY 42048
753-8011 • tollfree 800-354-8050

Wholesale Electric now has
In stock....
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choose from for
your home or
rental needs
---- Starting at
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The explosive powder, the type
used to make fireworks, was inside
a cargo container atop a flatbed
trailer. None of the powder spilled
from its container.
Neither the driver, Juanita Kirk,
41. nor her boyfriend. Tod Johnson, 40, were injured in the accident. Ms. Caldwell said. Ms. Kirk
told police she heard a popping
sound just before the rig overturned.
Ms. Kirk was charged with reckless driving.
The couple had picked up the
black powder cargo at Newport
News. Va., and had just begun a
run that would take them to Ver-

EVENING
Pick 3:
9-6-2
Pick 4:
8-9-3-7
Cash 5:
2-16-19-30-34
Cash Quest:
14-37-46-61

‘,:t. Dow Jones Ind. Avg
.1; • Air Products

N • -iie:tz
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SPRINGFIELD, Va. (AP) — A
tractor-trailer loaded with 20 tons
of explosive firework powder overturned at a major highway interchange early today, prompting the
evacuation of dozens of homes
and clogging rush-hour traffic in
the Washington area.
The flatbed truck ran off a ramp
at the interchange of 1-495, 1-395
and 1-95, the major north-south
highway linking New York and
Florida. Traffic was backed up for
dozens of miles. including the
outer loop of the beltway surrounding the nation's capital.,
Fairfax County. Va., firefighters created a 2,000-foot safety zone
around the site. More than 50 homes
and 150 people were evacuated as
a precaution.
"This has paralyzed northern Virginia." said Virginia State Police
spokeswoman Lucy Caldwell.

Dr. Dobson is president of the
nonprofit organization Focus on
the Family. P.O. Box 444. Colorado Springs, Colo. 80903; or
www.family.org. Questions and
answers are excerpted from -Solid
Answers." published by Tyndale
House.

MIDDAY
Pick 3:
0-9-6
Pick 4:
3-7-6-0

Second -place Chicago also
showed a marked improvement,
dropping from 55 bites in 1997 to
37 last year.
Miami stayed in third place with
35 bites, down one, while Los Angeles went up three to 32 for fourth
place.
The only change in the top five
dog bite cities was the New York
City borough of Brooklyn, moving
into fifth place, with 22 bites. A
year earlier Cleveland was fifth,
with 25, but reduced the toll last
year to leave the most dangerous
five.

our children in front of the television set, we're giving control
over them to complete strangers;
and more and more, that's a risky
thing to do. An increasing number of studies have found that violence on television frequently leads
to later aggressive behavior by
children and teen-agers.
One of the most conclusive
studies was conducted by Dr.
Leonard D. Aaron. He examined
a group of children at age 8 and
then again at 19 and finally at
30. Children in the United States,
Australia, Finland, Israel and Poland
were studied. The outcome was
the same: The more frequently the
participants watched violent television at age 8, the more serious
were the crimes that they were
convicted of by age 30,, -and the
more aggressive wag their behavior when drinking.
It's time for parents to control
the amount and the content of television that their children are watching. The consequences of not doing
so can be catastrophic.

$5.99

Is Health Insurance Too ExpensiveP
Health Care Doesn't Have To Be!

Doctor's
Discount
Network
is now accepting applications for free
introductory memberships.
For discocints on medical, surgical, hospital and pharmacy services join the only
network of providers catering to the
needs of the cost conscious medical
consumers. Inquiries from employers and
individuals welcome. Call for a brochure
and application. No one will be turned
down for free introductory memberships
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Today
Rho Chapter meets

Dolly Lorenz, left, devotional speaker at a recent meeting
of the Home Department of the Murray Woman's Club, is
pictured with the hostesses, from left, Winnie Love, Barbara Chilcutt and Lottie Brandon.

Celebration set for Saturday
The staff and residents of Kentucky Baptist Homes for Children's Genesis Home, 4747 Old
Dublin Rd., Mayfield, invite the
public to attend an open house
and celebration of the completion
of a new activities building on
Saturday from II a.m. to 2 p.m.
At 11:30 a.m. there will be a
brief service dedicating the activ-

FUN & FASHION

ities building to the healing of
victims of buses, neglect and crisis served at the 15-bed residential treatment facility for girls.
A complimentary lunch will follow.
Local churches and individuals
raised more than $75,000 to construct the. building that provides
space for team sports, aerobics
and. other recreational activities.
For directions to the home or
other information call 1-270-623611 or 1-800-456-1386.

By D.K. Kelley

Rho Chapter of Alpha Delta
Kappa met May 15 at 9 a.m. at
the home of Betty Hassell with
Emily Apperson as co-hostess.
Julie Myatt Enoch was presented a $300 scholarship from
the Rho Chapter.
Jane Cothran gave the devotion and prayer before the brunch
which was served to 17 members
and four guests, Julie Myatt Enoch,
Mike Enoch, Janis Hicks and Doris
Radcliff from the Alpha Epsilon
Chapter.
Presiding at the business meeting was Elizabeth Douglas. She
reported that Rho Chapter receiving the "Touching Tomorrow"
award for exceptional achievement
at the state convention.
Doll Blakeney received the "Air
Beneath the Wings" award from
the Rho Chapter. Linda Feltner
and Geraldine Myers were recognized as "Silver Sisters." Betty
Riley received one of the Jean
Bell Offut grants.
An upcoming event will be the

JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
Watching the special program, "Fleet Week — A Memorial
Day Celebration," on Kentucky Educational Television Monday
night was a wonderful experience. It brought back many memories by my husband who served in Europe during World War
IL
KET features so many special programs of interest to Kentucky and other parts of the United States. Another recent program we watched on KET concerned the important service
of
women in the armed forces during World War II.
Just check your television listings each day and pick out a
program of special interest to you and your family. You will be
surprised at the vast array of programs and information seen
on KET.

JULIE MYATT ENOCH
International
convention
in
Louisville in July to be hosted
by Kentucky sisters.
The next meeting of Rho Chapter will be Sept. 11 at 9 a.m. at
First Christian Church, Murray.

Farley named to band
Jill Farley, a sophomore trumpet player in the Murray High
School Band, has been sciected
to march in the 1999 Kentucky
Lions Club All-State Band.
The band, coordinated statewide
by Murray Lion Arvin Crafton,
will travel this summer to the
Lions Club International convention in San Diego, Calif.
Farley will march in the Lions
International Parade and participate in the convention.
In addition to paying trumpet

Angel Alert issued
Murray Youth Services Center at 812 Poplar St., Murray, has
issued an angel alert. A single mother needs a toddler bed and
small dining room table and chairs. Anyone having any of these
items to donate call the center at 759-9592.

Athletic Boosters to meet tonight

Murray High School Tiger Athletic Booster Club will meet
Wednesday at 6:30 p.m. in the MHS library. All members are
encouraged to attend.

Theatre youth camps offered
Playhouse in the Park will have its annual Summer Theatre
Youth Camp July 5 to 16, Monday through Friday, from 9 a.m.
to noon. The camp will be held at the "Old Train Depot" in the
Murray-Calloway County Park for young actors, ages 7 to 14.
Enrollment is limited and registration will close at class capacity.
Camp cost will be $125. A few scholarships are available. Registration forms may be obtained at the Playhouse in the Park office.
For information call 759-1752.

North Council will meet

North Elementary School Site-based Decision
Making Council
will have a special called meeting Monday
at 1:30 p.m. in the
teachers' lounge. Margaret Cook, principal,
invites all interested
persons to attend.

Asthma Day Camp planned

JILL FARLEY
Looking as if you have lost ten
pounds can be easy as wearing the
correct type of under garment. With
this season's more fitted styles and
draping fabrics wearing looks can be
flattering for women of all sizes.
Seamless minimizer bras under
body conscious fabrics controls
bouncing and gives a smoother look.
The nylon and spandex half slips flattens hips, waist and thighs. Wearing a
long straight skirt in a darker color
along with the half slip is a slimming
look.
When pants want to cling and not
drape as they are intended, wear a
thigh shaper. When wearing a
relaxed-fit pant be sure to wear your
top a little more fitted so not to create a look that is too relaxed and big.
A good strapless underwire minimizer bra with good support is perfect under clinging twin sets or silk
fitted tee shirts. High-cut v-kini
panties will eliminate saddle bag
pinch under tapered skirts.
If you like the look and feel of
matte jersey but fear it will cling in
all the wrong places try a full body
slip. It gives an underneath it-all lift
and slims for the total look. Also
going up a size in more clinging fabrics will help the fabrics to drape and
not stick to our little lumps we are
trying to hide. Wearing one col& in
these fabrics can also create a slimming illusion.
Flat front pants are slimming;
especially so with a satin: high cut
leg panty with tummy control or control top panty hose.
Wearing a dark bottom with a tailored jacket will also help to conceal
hips and tummy too.
We all have parts of us we consider flaws, but with a little help from
undergarments and wearing clothes
that are flattering to our body type we
can make the most of our best parts.
Tommy Bahama is a wonderful
clothing line we are carrying now.
The fabric is wonderful and the way
it drapes is most flattering to all of us.
Silk and silk blends are what they are
famous for. We also have their shoes
and handbags and weekend travel
bags. We are expecting more groups
of Tommy Bahama any day.
Stop by soon and try it yourself.
Congratulations to Rainey Apperson
who won the sterling silver fresh
water pearl earring and bracelet at
our lunch on Friday. Join us this
week for fun, food and fashion....
Stay tuned to next week's fun &
fashion report....See our 1/2 price
rack'.

in the Murray Tiger Band she is
a member of the color guard.
Farley is the daughter of Sue
Farley.

Frigidaire Room Air Conditioner
•18.000 BTU Room Air
Conditioner
•New Fresh Air/Exhaust
Vent
08.8 EER
•3 Fan/Cool Speeds
•Adjustable 4-Way Air
Flow
•Slide-Out Chassis

SALE

COURT SQUARE-MURRAY • 753-1713

Kid's Day on Sunday

Jason Michael
Barnhill
Mr. and Mrs. Kevin Barnhill
of 1059 Palestine Church Rd.,
Dexter, are the parents of a son,
Jason Michael Barnhill, born on
Tuesday, May 25. 1999, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed seven pounds
seven ounces and measured 20
3/4 inches. The mother is the former Lyndi Schaffer. A sister is
Alyssa and a brother is Aaron.
Grandparents are Kathleen G.
Schaffer of Lexington and Thelbert and Patricia Barnhill of LaCenter.

90 DAYS SAME AS CASH • CASH S CARRY!

Kid's Day, sponsored by Briggs & Stratton Safety
and Wellness
Teams, will be Sunday from 2 to 5 p.m. at Briggs
& Stratton, 110
Main St., Murray. Guests will be DARE with
Safety Pup, Fire
Department with Sparky, MSU Agricultural Safety,
DES with Smoke
House, Froggy 103 with Frog-o-lene, Police
Department. YMCA,
American Red Cross, Bib Brothers/Big Sisters and
others. Prizes,
games, fun and food will be featured. In event of
rain, the event
will be held inside the building.

Community event Friday

The weekly Community Prayer Service will be
Friday at 11
a.m. at Greater Hope Missionary Baptist Church,
711 South Fourth
St., Murray. The public is invited.

Horse camps being offered
Two

week-long horse camps will be offered June 14 to
18 and
June 21 to 25 by Murray State University. Both
camps will be for
beginner to advanced riders between the ages
of 10 to 16. The
hours will be 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. and the cost
will be $35 per
day. Both English and western styles will
be covered in the
indoor/outdoor arena. Private lessons will also be
available anytime
for all ages. For information call Kim Wenman
at 762-4041 or
762-3125 or Dr. Jim Rudolph at 762-6925.

Fair queen pageant planned
Murray

-Calloway County Fair Association has opened its annual Fair Queen Pageant to all Kentucky residents
. The pageant will
be June 15 at 7 p.m. at the fairgrounds on
Highway 121 North,
Murray. Interviews will start at 2 p.m. Anyone
interested in competing in the pageant contact Courtney McCoy
at 753-5940. Applications will be accepted through June 7.

Give Yourself the Gift of Health
Patricia
Baker
lost
68-1/2 lbs.
and
75-314
inches

Registration due today

Full Day Educational
Preschool Program
Ages 0-5

Pre-registration for the Community Boys Sleepore
e at the National Scouting Museum June 5 and 6 for boys, ages
7 to 11. are due
today (Wednesda-y) by contacting Jessi or Niki
at the museum at
1-800-303-3047 or 762-3383. This will be an overnigh
t stay at the
museum and will featured a cookout, making a
craft, playing games
and an exclusive night tour of the museum
gallery of Scouting
artifacts.

Call For Openings

111111014:1411.
1 AMC 1111PCIAMOINK
......„Nwhowft.•

7534227
Meet Patricia Baker o Dexter, Ky. She started the Hinergy Program on Dec 30th as of May 21st she has lost
lbs & 75-3/4 inches It has been very exciting for
us to watch Pat's progress & her enthusiasm We will
update Pat's progress as she gets closer to reaching her
goals Call today for a free consultation & loin Pat & many
others reach their goals

767-0780

-•
305 South 12th
Murray. KY • 753-7441

$499

BIRTHS

The Respiratory Care staff of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital
will offer a free one-day camp for five to 12-y
ear-old children,
with asthma and their caregivers on June 26 from
9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
at Murray State University Curris Center. The
camp will include
swimming at MSU's Carr Health Building, ageappropriate children's games with prizes, adult door prizes and a
free pizza lunch.
Pre-registration is required by June 9. For more
information call
762-1174 or 1-800-342-6224.

EA

Mon.-Wed -Fri. 8-5
Tues. & Thurs. 9-2

HI-ENERGY
WEIGHT CONTROL CENTERS
305 N. 12th St.• University Square • Murray

Discounted
Prices!!
M-F 9-5
Sat. 10-2

*ASSORTED CHOCOLATES
'NOVELTY CANDIES
'DESIGNER TINS
10th & Arcadia
We Ski. UPS
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Calloway County Animal Shelter, 105 E. Sycamore St., Murray, features these Lab mixes, male and female, 10 weeks
old, as pets available for adoption. Hours of the shelter are
10 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday through Friday, 10 a.m. to 3
p.m. Saturday and closed on Sunday.

If Your Home

Dakota Grey Hicks
Mr. and Mrs. Jerome

Mr and Mrs. James T English

Anniversary reception
will be held on Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. James T. English of Benton will celebrate their 50th
wedding anniversary on Sunday.
A reception, hosted by their family, will be from 2 to 4 p.m. at
the Joe Creason Community Center, 1600 Park Ave., Benton.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend. The family requests
that guests not bring gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. English were married June 4, 1949, in Corinth, Miss.
Mrs. English, the former Nina Jean Bradley, is the daughter of the
late Louie and Cleo Peck Bradley. She is co-owner of James T. English Trucking, Inc., Benton.
Mr. English is the son of Mrs. Ina Rickman English of Benton
and the late A.J. English. He is retired from Matlack Inc., and coowner of James T. English Trucking, Inc., Benton.
They are the parents of two children, Mrs. Linda Riley of Gilbertsville
and the late Doug English.
Their three grandchildren are Chad Riley, Todd Riley and Angela
!vie, and their one great-grandchild is Savannah Ivie.

Martha Butterworth and Emma
Lou Albin presented the main lesson on "Convenience Foods" at
the May meeting of the Wadesboro Homemakers Club held at
Dutch Essenhaus restaurant.
The devotion on "May the month
of Remembrance" was given by
Ann Darnell.
She read the scripture honoring mothers from Ephesians 6:14 and also read a poem on "Mothers" for the prayer.
Ten members answered the roll
call by naming their favorite spring
flower. The homemaker thought
for the month was "Be happy. Let
those who will be sad remember
the many pleasant things to make
us glad, the flowers that bud, the
birds that sing, and sweeter still
than all of these are friendship
and old memories."
The club voted to tour the

Lee Hicks Jr. of 178 Fred Jones Rd., Hardin,
are the parents of a son, Dakota Grey Hicks, born on Saturday, May
22, 1999, at 5:27 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed eight pounds 12 ounces and measured 21 inches. The mother is the former Karen Conner. A brother is Aaron Jacob
Hicks.
Grandparents are Howard (Goatie) and Linda Conner of Dexter,
Jerome (Hoppy ) Hicks of Hardin and Rachel Hicks of •I),Te_nville. ,

Is Mobile, You

Need An
Insurance Agent
With A
Solid Foundation.

London Elizabeth Hendon

Mr. and Mrs. Tony Hendon of 2108 Southwest Dr., Murray, are
the parents of a daughter, London Elizabeth Hendon, born on Wednesday. May 26, 1999, at 4:34 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed eight pounds two ounces and measured 20 1/2
inches. The mother is the former Stacy Taylor. Two sisters are Lauren and Laken.
Grandparents are Kay Taylor, Danny Taylor, Rachel Hendon and
the late Dorsey Hendon, all of Murray.
Great-grandmothers are Dorothy Taylor and Vurlene Marr, both of
Murray, and Elizabeth Blakemore, Enfield, Ill.

LOG CABIN RESTAURANT

Western
Kentucky
Insurance
Agency, Inc.
302 N. 12th St
Murray
753-5842

505 S. 12th St.• 753-8080
'lltervief awl's"
teeeNotorcoded Teatuneuet...

MURRAY CHRISTIAN ACADEMY
SCHOOL CLOSING SALE

—Breakfast Special Everyday — S2.15

Saturday, May 29th AND Tuesday thru Saturday, June 1-5
8 a.m. til 12 p.m. Daily

Breakfr

'int!

licgulur Menu Scryr(/ ANYTIME

Breakfast Buffet - Everyday $4.95
Noon Buffet —
$4.50
Country Supper Buffet — Mon.-Sat. $4.95

1111 THE DELI...
Eckrich Meat Bologna
Reg. $3.38 lb. NOW $1.50 lb.
American White or Yellow Cheese
$2.98 lb
Virginia Baked Ham

a,

Jumbo Pack Country Style

Assorted Flavors

Assorted 1 lb

Sliced Creme Cakes
11" Apple Lattice Pies

There's an
easy - and a
pretty way to double the
beauty
of
your furniture and your
accessories.
And that's
with a mirror
placed in a
strategic
spot.
For
example, did you ever stop to think
that if you place a mirror in right
way, you'll see your favorite furnishings in different ways at various
angles in different parts of the room.
So you'll see both the actual furnishing itself, and its reflected glory.
Incidentally, one good decorating
idea is to place a mirror at fight
angles to a wall near a window to
reflect an outdoor scene. It's almost
like giving yourself a picture that
changes as the light changes. Again.
you're getting double pleasure from
the actual view - and the reflected
view.
Not to be overlooked are two other
decorating advantages that the right
mirrors can give you. One is that a
mirror will bring a sense of more
light and more space to a room, and
two, a pretty mirror can help a room
by itself as a decorative accessory.
With all the beautiful mirrors on the
market today in all sizes from big to
small, and in all styles and designs,
you can find several that can enhance
your decorating pleasure. We'll be
happy to show you a fine selection.

ST. LEO'S CATHOLIC CHURCH
401 North 12th Street • 759-1321
• Books • Games • Shelves • Filing Cabinets
• Desks and more!

Crass
FURNITURE,INC.
103 S. Third Street
Murray, KY 42071
1502)753-3621

Kid's Day, sponsored by Briggs &
Stratton Safety and Wellness
Teams, to promote Safety and
Wellness among today's youth.

Briggs & Stratton,
110 Main Street

Cauliflower

Mini Donuts

CALLING ALL
HOME MAKERS
Brought To You
By LAURIE CRASS ROLLINS

$3.50 lb

Vidalia Onions
Cantaloupes

Ribs or Pork Steaks
Jennie-0 Festive Turkey

Adsmore House and have lunch
at Mrs. Scarlett's, both at Princeton, on July 13.
Emma Lou Albin directed the
recreation.
Also present were Pawnee Bedwell, Elaine Collins, Fern Darnell, Della Outland, Grace Parker, Ann Salmon and Lagenia Miller.
The club will meet June 8 at
9 a.m. at the Dutch Essenhaus
restaurant.

$1.38 lb.
. . .Was $1.26 lb. NOW $$C lb.

DARE with Safety Pup, Fire
Department with Sparky, MSU
Agricultural Safety, DES with Smoke
House, Froggy 103 with Frog-o-lene,
Police Department, YMCA,American
Red Cross, Big Brothers & Big
Sisters, 4-H With Bike Safety, and
others.
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McGwire
homers
against four
outfielders

Lady Lakers
bow out to
Reidland 14-0

The Associated Press
Four outfielders weren't enough
to keep Mark McGwire in the
ballpark.
The Florida Marlins put an
extra man in the outfield when
McGwire came to the plate in the
fifth inning Tuesday night, but the
St. Louis slugger foiled the strategy by hitting his 16th homer of
the season.
McGwire also had a two-run
double in the sixth — this time
against a traditional defense — to
lead the Cardinals to an 8-4 victory over the Marlins at Pro Player Stadium.
The Marlins, who moved second baseman Luis Castillo to the
right-field corner when McGwire
batted in the fifth, are the third
team to use four outfielders against
Big Mac this season. McGwire
said he doesn't care what kind of
defense the opposition plays.
"I'm concentrating on the pitch
and the ball," he said. "I'm not
even looking at the infield and
what they're doing out there. I don't
even see it. I'm not going to
waste my time looking at where
they are."

By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer
Reidland 14, Calloway 0
Raidland
610 07X — 14 14 0
DRAFFENVILLE, Ky. - The
Calloway
000 000 — 0 4 4
Reidland Greyhounds are ranked
Adams and Hughes, Garrett, Baker (4) and
seventh in prep softball in the
Hines. WP—Garrett (11-4). LP—Adams, 28
CC-Norsworthy, R-Warriner; 38, fl-Smith.
state of Kentucky. And the CalWarriner, HR—none. Leading hitters
loway County Lady Lakers got a
CC-Norsworthy 2-3; fl-Smith 3-4 (3 RBIs).
first-hand look Tuesday morning
Warriner 2-2 (3 RBIs), Bodges 2-3 (3 RBIs),
Bradley 2-4.
at how they earned that ranking.
Reidland (27-9) got a strong
pitching performance from Leslie reached base on a single and a
Garrett and solid relief from Dean- bunt, respectively. And the first
na Baker.
Greyhound run crossed the plate
Meanwhile, the Greyhounds' on a Calloway throwing error, one
offense was smoking - using a of four Lady Laker mishaps on
14-hit attack to bury Calloway 14- the day.
0 in the opening game of the First
A two-run double by Cheyanne
Region tournament at Marshall Warriner pushed the lead to 3-0.
County High School.
Reidland would tack on three more
Lady Laker head coach Tommy runs with a sacrifice bunt and and
Greer ecohoed the strength of the singles from Monique Bridges and
Reidland squad.
Brooke Doss for a 6-0 advantage.
-That's a good ball club," said
The Lady Lakers' only scoring
Greer. "When Reidland beats you, threat came in the second inning
you know that you've lost to one when they loaded the bases, but
of the best teams in the state ... were unable to push a run across
They've got a good shot at win- the plate.
ning the state title."
Reidland scored its seventh run
The Greyhounds got all of the of the game in the bottom of the
offense they would need in the second when Brandy Hawkins
bottom of the first, erupting for reached on a one-out single and
six runs off Calloway starter Christi- scored on a triple by Warriner.
na Adams.
Reidland's first two batters • See Page 9A

• See Page 9A

SCOTT NANNEYA_edger & Times photo

Calloway County's Sabrina Emerson prepares to swing at a pitch in Tuesday's 14-0 loss
to Reidland in the First Region softball tournament at Marshall County. With the loss, Calloway finished the seasonl at 12-8.
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Free throws lift Pacers 88-86; series tied 1-1
By NANCY ARMOUR
AP Sports Writer
INDIANAPOLIS(AP) — Reggie Miller
has beaten the New York. Knicks so
many times in so many ways. Choke
signs and clutch shots. Twenty,five-point
quarters and 3-pointers from Spike Lee's
lap.
So it was no surprise that it was
Miller doing the Knicks in again. It was
the way he did it that was a stunner.
After being a nonfactor all night —
Wait! Is that Reggie in the stands hawking popcorn? — Miller made two free
throws with two seconds left Tuesday

night to give the Indiana Pacers an 8886 victory over the Knicks. The victory
was huge, evening the Eastern Conference finals at 1-1.
"We're very fortunate to be in this
position, but I'm happy with the way
we gutted it out," Miller said. "No one
ever said it was going to be easy, and
we're going to have our hands full, but
we feel very good about ourselves."
Only seven teams have come back
from a 2-0 deficit to win a seven-game
series, and only two, the 1994 Houston
Rockets and 1969 Los Angeles Lakers„
made such a comeback after losing the

first two games at home.
Game 3 in the best-of-7 series will
be Saturday at Madison Square Garden.
And while the Knicks, the first No.
8 seed ever to make a conference final,
should be thrilled with taking one at
home from the Pacers, they're not. This
game was won with ticky-tack fouls,
Chris Childs said. The Knicks were whistled for 40 fouls, while Indiana was
called for 28.
"This is a game for the people, the
fans and the players — and it wasn't
that tonight," Childs said. "It ain't no moral
victory. I'm not trying to hear that. We

won this game. We should have won."
The Knicks came close. The Pacers
blew a 17-point lead and after a 19-2
run, New York had a 78-72 lead with
8:29 left. But Jalen Rose scored seven
points as Indiana went on a 12-2 run to
give the Pacers an 84-80 lead with' 3:04
left.
Ewing hit a jumper, and Marcus
Camby's 3-pointer tied the game with
1:21 left. Then Ewing put the Knicks ahead
with two free throws. But after Antonio
Davis' jumper tied it again with 31 seconds left, Camby was called for charging. Then it was Miller time.

Miller had 14 points up to then, a
respectable number for most people, but
not for Miller. Especially not against the
Knicks. He was 3-for-11 from the floor,
and just 1-of-4 from 3-point range.
But he was still Indiana's go-to guy,
so when he got the ball, he held it outside the 3-point line as the seconds ticked
away before faking Childs off his feet.
TWEET! Miller, the league's leading freethrow shooter at 91.5 percent, went to
the line.
Swish. Swish. Game. Patrick Ewing
had one last chance to tie, but he missed
a turnaround jumper at the buzzer.

Reidland, Graves move
into region baseball final

MARK YOUNG/ledger & Times photo

Reidland's Brian Behrent slides back into third ahead of the tag by Mayfield third baseman Jason
Darnall in the Greyhounds' 12-2 win in the First Region baseball tournament Tuesday.

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Reidland will meet defending champion Graves
County for the First Region baseball championship Thursday at 4:30 at Reagan Field.
The Greyhounds (21-12) advanced to the
finals with an easy 12-2 win over Mayfield
Tuesday in five innings while Graves (23-13)
came from behind to beat Lone Oak 11-5.
Reidland blasted out of the gates against
Mayfield (18-15) with five runs in each of the
first two innings. The Greyhounds went up 110 in the third before Mayfield scored two Tuns
in the top of the fifth. Reidland brought home
its 12th run in the bottom of the fifth to end
the game via the 10-run rule.
The 'Hounds out-hit Mayfield 14-7 while
committing two errors to the Cardinals' two.
Kevin Rooney was 4-for-4 with three RBIs
while Geoffrey Kirksey was 3-for-3 with a pair
of triples and two runs driven in. Dane, Higgins also drove in two runs with a 2-for-3
showing, while Tyler Smith was also 2-for-3.

For Mayfield, Adam Simmons was 3-for-3
while Marcus Thorpe was 2-for-2.
Kirksey was the winning pitcher while Adam
Simmons took the loss for Mayfield.
Graves 11, Lone Oak 5
Lone Oak took a 3-0 lead in the top of the
first inning and led 4-3 in the fifth when
Graves' bats came alive.
Graves took the lead for good (6-4) in the
bottom of the fifth with three runs, then put
five more on the board in the sixth to take
control. Lone Oak (20-14) scored its final run
in the top of the seventh.
Graves out-hit Lone Oak 14-8. Aaron Farmer
and Evan Farmer had three hits apiece while
Jon Shelton, Keith Gibson and Stephen Hatchell added two each.
For Lone Oak, Shawn Yarbrough was 3-for4 while Jon Mizell was 2-for-4.
Andy Sheridan picked up the pitching win,
giving up five earned runs and walking five
while striking out 11 in seven innings. Kyle
Atherton took the loss.
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Yankees' Clemens wins 20th straight decision
By BEN WALKER
AP Baseball Writer
The streak is still going for Roger
Clemens. And Kenny Rogers. And
Derek Jeter.
Clemens won his 20th straight
decision — he has not lost for
more than a year — in pitching
the New York Yankees past the
Cleveland Indians 11-5 Tuesday
night.
Clemens extended his AL record
and moved closer to matching Carl
Hubbell's major league mark of
24 consecutive victories in 193637. Roy Face (22) and Rube Marguard (20) are the only other pitchers ever to win 20 in a row.

"The streak is neat." Clemens
said.
Jeter. meanwhile, has reached
base in all 50 Yankees games this
season. He went 2-for-3, raising
his average to .376, and drove in
three runs.
"Jeter's on the sun and we're
on the earth." Clemens said.
Responded Jeter: "If I'm on the
sun, then he's somewhere else.
Because that man hasn't lost in more
than a year."
Rogers kept up his streak on
the West Coast, winning his 15th
straight decision at Oakland. He
led the Athletics over Tampa Bay
5-2.

Rogers, Jeter roll on
Elsewhere in the AL. Texas
topped Kansas City 3-1, Baltimore
beat Seattle 14-11. Anaheim defeated Minnesota 5-1, Chicago beat
Toronto 6-2 and Boston defeated
Detroit 5-4.
Clemens (5-0) has not lost in
30 starts since the Indians beat
him May 29, 1998. when he pitched
for Toronto. He has a 2.81 ERA
during the string.
"That streak is hard to believe,"
manager Joe Torre said. "He had
to have a little luck sometimes
with the no-decisions. But most-

ly, it's all him. That's why heS
headed to the Hall of Fame when
he hangs it up."
Facing the most potent lineup
in baseball, Clemens gave up three
runs in 6 2-3 innings.
"I want to win every time I
go out. I feel that's my responsibility as the No. 1 guy." he said.
Athletics 5, Devil Rays 2
Rogers remained unbeaten at
Oakland since Aug. 7. 1994. when
he pitched for Texas.
Eric Chavez had a three-run
double and Oakland won despite

being outhit 10-3. The A's took
advantage of three errors to score
two unearned runs.
Billy Taylor pitched out of basesloaded jams in the eighth and ninth
innings for his 13th save. Tampa
Bay starter Dave Eiland remained
winless in the majors since July
1995.
Orioles 14, Mariners 11
Cal Ripken, Harold Baines and
B.J. Surhoff each drove in three
runs and Baltimore held on at the
K ingdome.
Russ Davis hit two home runs
for Seattle, which made it close
by scoring five times in the ninth
inning. Edgar Martinez and Dan

Wilson also homered for the
Mariners.
The Orioles scored three times
in the fifth to tie it at 4. and
Albert Belle hit an RBI double in
a six-run sixth.
Rangers 3, Royals 1
Texas won its eighth in a row,
its best streak since 1989, and sent
visiting Kansas City to its fourth
straight loss.
The Rangers trailed 1-0 in the
eighth inning when they loaded
the bases with no outs on a walk
and two hit batters. Mark
McLemore hit a two-run single
and Rusty Greer added an RBI
single.
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The Murray Heat 10-year-olds were runners-up in the Paducah/Southern Illinois Yankees Tournament May 14, 15
and 16. Team members are (front, from left) Brodie Wallace, Corby Cook, Chase Chrisman, Will Kemp, Logan
Seay; (second row) Taylor Pierce, Tucker Adams, Landon
Lockhart, Nathan Clymer, Colby Starks, Jacob Burks; and
(back row) coaches Kirk Starks, Keith Burks and Tim
Cook. Not pictured are players Chess Volp and Blake
McCuiston.

By BOB BAUM
AP Sports Writer
PORTLAND, Ore.(AP)- It's
already known in San Antonio as
"The Shot."
Sean Elliott's off-balance, on hit
tip-toes, almost out-of-bounds 3pointer that beat Portland in Game
2 of the Western Conference finals
is almost certainly the biggest basket in the franchise's history and
ranks with some of the toughest
game-winning shots in NBA playoff history.
"I'm just grateful that the ball
went in," Elliott said when he
showed up for the Spurs' optional
workout on Tuesday in San Antonio. "If people want to remember
me for that, so be it."
He said maybe the Spurs' devoutly Christian players - David
Robinson and Avery Johnson deserve credit for the two close
homecourt victories that put the
Spurs up 2-0 in the best-of-seven
series.
"I think we have to thank somebody," Elliott 'said. "We have to
thank David and Avery for praying
so much. Somebody answered our
prayers."

Elliott said he's watched the replay of his game winner "a couple
of dozen times." Meanwhile, the
phone at his house has been ringing
constantly.
"I got a million calls," he said.
"I've got everybody calling me. I
had a couple of old coaches calling
me, practically everybody."
Johnson said by making six of
seven 3-pointers in Game 2, Elliott
could change the Blazers' defensive strategy, which mostly has
been to collapse on Tim Duncan
and David Robinson.
"I think they're going to pay a
little more attention to Sean," Johnson said. "Maybe that may free up
some more penetration from our
perimeter guys, especially Mario
and myself."
The Spurs planned to practice in
San Antonio today before traveling
to Portland, where the series
doesn't resume until Friday.
The Blazers, who took Tuesday
off, can use every minute of the
long layoff to repair their psyche.
"I think it is the toughest loss
that we've had all season," Damon
Stoudamire said. "But the good
thing about this is ... we've got

MHS boosters meet tonight at 6:30
The Murray High School Tiger Athletic Booster Club will meet tonight at
6:30 in the MHS library. All members are encouraged to attend
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American League
All Times CDT
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L Pct. GB
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19 627 rk
30
20 6001 1,2
29 453
9
29 .4429 1/2
31
392 12
Division
L Pct. GB
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27 .460 10
Detroit
31 .403 13
Minnesota
33 .35315 1/2
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Tuesday's Games
Boston 5. Detroit 4
Chicago 6. Toronto 2
New York 11. Cleveland 5
Texas 3, Kansas City 1
Anaheim 5, Minnesota 1
Oakland 5, Tampa Bay 2
Baltimore 14. Seattle 11
Wednesday's Games
Kansas City (Appier 6-2) at Texas
4). 1 35 p.m
Tampa Bay (Alvarez 2-3) at Oaklar
thotti 3-5). 305 p m
Detroit (Thompson 4-6) at Boston
field 3-41, 605 pm
Chicago (-Snyder 6-3) at Toronto I
ter 3-5). 6.05 p m
Cleveland (Wright 4-3) at New Yc
title 3-2). 6.35 pm
Minnesota (Radke 4-4) at Anahe,rr
3-5), 9.35 pm
Baltimore (Mussina 7-2) at Seattle
3-2), 9,35 pm
Thursday's Game
Chicago (Navarro 3-41 at Toronto
4-3), 1205 p
Texas
Oakland
Seattle
Anaheim

National League
East Division
W
L Pct. GB
Atlanta
32
20 615 New York
27
25 519
5
Philadelphia
25
25
500
6
Montreal
19
30 38811 1/2
Florida
16
36
308
16
Central Division
W
L Pct. GB
Houston
600 Chicago
27
21 .563
2
Cincinnati
26
22 542
3
Pittsburgh
5293 1/2
St Louis
520
4
Milwaukee
4517 1/2
Pct. GB
Arizona
22
585 San Francisco
24
5382 1/2
Los Angeles
25
510
4
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28
429
8
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30 4009 1/2
Tuesday's Games
Pittsburgh 4, Los Angeles 2
Montreal 10, Anzona 8
Cincinnati 4. New York 0
Atlanta 7. Colorado 2
St Louis 8. Florida 4
San Diego 1, -Chicago 0, 5 1/2 innings,
rain
Houston 3, Milwaukee 0. 7 1/2 innings,
rain
San Francisco 6. Philadelphia 5, 12 innings
Wednesday's Games
San Diego (Murray 0-1) at Chicago
(Farnsworth 2-0), 1 .20 p m
Arizona (Daal 5-4) at Montreal (Vazquez 23), 6.05 p m
St Louis (Painter 0-3) at Florida (Dempster 2-1), 605 pm
Los Angeles (Dreitort 5-3) at Pittsburgh
(Ritchie 4-3). 6:05 p m
San Francisco (Ortiz 6-3) at Philadelphia
(Byrd 6-3), 6.35 p
Cincinnati (Avery 3-4) at New York (Isringhausen 0-1), 6.40 pm
Colorado (Brownson 0-0) at Atlanta 10 Perez
3-2), 640 p m
Houston (Lima 8-2) at Milwaukee )Eldred
1-3) 705 p.m
Thursday's Games
San Francisco (Estes 2-4) at Philadelphia
(Schilling 8-2). 12 05 pm
Houston (Reynolds 7-4) at Milwaukee
(Woodard 4-5), 12 05 p m
San Diego (Clement 1-5) at Chicago (Tapani
4-2). 1 20 p rn
St Louis (Oliver 4-2) at Florida (Fernandez
1-31. 6:05 pm

The Greyhounds finished their
scoring binge with a seven-run
fourth inning. The big blow came on a bases-clearing triple by Dana
Smith, which plated the -final three
runs.
Walks killed the Lady Lakers
(12-8) in the inning. asCalloway
pitchers allowed three free passes
and hit one batter.
"The walks really hurt us, and

The Marlins' four outfielders
could only watch as McGwire's
homer off Livan Hernandez sailed
over the left-field scoreboard.
"We've got to put guys on top
of that thing," Marlins interim
manager Fredi Gonzalez joked.
After a slow start, McGwire
has eight homers in his last 12
games.
"Yeah, he's having a real had
year, isn't he?" Cardinals manager, Tony La Russa said.
Ray Lankford drove in three
runs with a single and a two-run
homer as the Cardinals handed the
Marlins their fourth straight loss.
In other NL games,..iLw,as Pittsburgh 4, Los Angeles 2; Montreal 10, Arizona 8; Cincinnati 4,
New York 0; Atlanta 7. Colorado
2; San Diego I. Chicago 0 in 5
1/2 innings; Houston 3, Milwaukee 0 in 7 1/2 innings; and San
Francisco 6, Philadelphia 5 in 12
innings.
The Padres-Cubs and AstrosBrewers games were shortened by
rain.
Braves 7, Rockies 2
John Smoltz returned from the
15-day disabled list and pitched
six scoreless innings in Atlanta.
Smoltz (6-1), activated earlier
in the day after being sidelined
by an inflamed right elbow, gave
up four hits., struck out five and
walked none. He also doubled and
hit an RBI single, increasing his
batting average to .364 (8-for-22).

they hit the ball really well." Greer
explained.
Adams took the pitching loss
while Garrett picked up the win
for Reidland. Ashley Chadwick
and Kalen Fox also saw time on
the mound for Calloway.
Jessica Norsworthy led the Lady
Laker offense with a double in
the first inning and a single in
the fourth. Calloway mustered just
four hits in the contest.
"We did hit the ball against
them," said Greer. "Every time
we've played them, we've had a
lot of strikeouts. But we were 'able
to make a few plays on them ...
I'm disappointed in the loss, but
not in our effort."
In other First Region softball
action Tuesday, S. Mary defeated Fulton County 11-0 and Lone
Oak topped Ballard Memorial 61. Carlisle County forfeited its game
with top-seeded Marshall County.

three days to regroup, and then
they're going to come into a hostile
environment in Portland."
The Blazers led by as many as
18 points and didn't trail in the
game until Elliott's game-winner
with nine seconds to play.
"It took incredible shots to beat
us," Portland coach Mike Dunleavy
said. "I'd give (Elliott) 100 bucks
to see him make that shot again. It
was one of those shots you dream
about making ... I told the guys
they have nothing to hang their

By JOHN AFFLECK
Associated Press Writer
CLEVELAND (AP) - Slow
tempo is out in the NBA - and so
is Cleveland Cavaliers coach Mike
Fratello.
The Cavs on Tuesday fired
Fratello, a coach who made the
most out of often injury-depleted
lineups with a plodding, half-court
style that sometimes won just
enough to make the playoffs- but
no more - and bored fans along
the way.
That performance doesn't satisfy
Cavs owner Gordon Gund anymore. Attendance sagged at Gund
Arena during last year's strikeshortened season as the Cavs
limped, literally, to a 22-28 record.
Gund said he was looking to reenergize his team as he fired
Fratello in a shakeup that also has
general manager Wayne Embry
stepping aside to be replaced by
Jim Paxson, the team's vice president of basketball operations.

heads about. It's getting harder and
harder for this team to beat us."
San Antonio coach Gregg Popovich said the momentum of the
miracle comeback probably won't
last until the weekend.
The Spurs' eight-game playoff
winning streak will be tested in the
noisy Rose Garden, where the
Blazers lost just three times during
the regular season and are 5-0 in
the playoffs.
Still, Portland must win four out
of five.

"We are committed to winning
here and we are, in so doing, willing to take bold steps," Gund said
Tuesday. "This is one of those."
Fratello still had a year left on
his contract, which the Cavs will
buy out. His reaction to the news:
"I think shocked," Gund said.
. Fratello, 52, known to fans outside Cleveland as the "Czar of
Telestrator" for his television work
on NBC, didn't attend the news
conference, but released a statement through the team.
"I'm sorry we were unable to
accomplish our goals for Mr. Gund
and our fans," he said.
During Fratello's six-year tenure, the Cavs compiled a 248-212
record and made the playoffs four
times. But Cleveland's playoff record was 2-12 during that time, and
the Cavs never made it out of the
first round.
Fratello's teams always seemed
to be playing hurt, playing slow or
both.

Loansfrom $10,000 to $75,000
• No equity required - easy qualifying
• Consolidate bills and reduce monthly payment
- Cut your monthly mortgage payments in half

Homeowners Only

1-800-819-7010

PAYMENT BASED ON 11 50% NOTE RATE 12 649 APR
20 YEAR FIXED TERM 5-25 YEAR LOANS AVAILABLE
Visit our website... www.riaticsnwicielendirig.com

DEAR

PRIMESTAR CUSTOMER,
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF A

PRIME UPGRADE SPECIAL
NOW!

Give us your PRIMESTAR bill and we'll give you a

FREE DISH NETWORK DIGITAL SATELLITE TV SYSTEM

FREE BASIC PROFESSIONAL INSTALLATION
Requires a 1-year programming commitment

SAVE HUNDREDS OF DOLLARS
Gltli

•No more lease payments-YOU OWN IT!
•Improved Programming Values

EVERY YEAR WITH AMERICA'S BEST
ENTERTAINMENT VALUE!

- No Rate Increase Guaranteed -

•Smaller, 18" dish antenna
•On-screen interactive Program Guide
•Pay-Per-View movies starting at only '2".
Hundreds of programming options. including
Sports. Movies. Music and International programming.

Now Available - ABC, NBC, CBS. PBS & Fox
"Life insurance.
So you won't have to
worry about who's going
to bring home the.
well, you know"
Being in good hands is
the only place to be:

BEASLEY'S ANTENNA &
SATELLITE
AcceptirtgAll

1801 Bell Ave.• Paris • 642-4077
500 N. 4th St.• Murray, KY • 502-759-0901
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Games make changes
As is the case every year,
changes are being made to the
Bluegrass State Games in an effort
to open up the annual amateur sports
event to even more participation
from athletes in Kentucky.
According to Bluegrass State
Games Executive Director Eric
Ward, this year's changes are not
as dramatic as those in previous
years, which have included expanding the Summer Games to two
weekends in 1997 and introducing Winter Games in 1998.
"But while this year's changes
may be less noticeable, they are
no less important." said Ward.
This year marks the 15 anniver-

* A youth "select" division has
been added to soccer.
* A 16 & under division has
been added to girl's fast pitch softball. and the age determination
date for youth softball has been
changed to Jan. 1.
* Age divisions in masters swimming have been changed to 5-year
increments.
A western horse show has been
* Archery divisions have been
added and cycling dropped from changed to meet IBO rules.
the Summer Games schedule, keep* Age divisions for tee-ball have
ing the total number of sports at been split into 5-6 year olds and
28. Several other sports have also 7-8 year olds.
seen changes since last July:
* Wrestling has added a freestyle
* An adult division has been event in the University class.
added to in-line hockey.
The Summer Games will be
held July 16-18 and 23-25 in Lexington and surrounding communiea
American Heart0 ties. The Opening Ceremonies celebration is scheduled for July 23,
Assn.:Mil,
from 4 to 9:30 p.m. on the Ugiversity of Kentucky campus near
Commonwealth Stadium.
Reduce your
Entry booklets for the 1999 Sumrisk factors I
mer Games are available at the Murray Ledger & Times.
Booklets are also available by
calling your local area development district office, or the Bluegrass State Games office at (606)
255-0336 or 1-800-722-2474.

sary for the Bluegrass Summer
Games. Kentucky's largest grassroots amateur sports event. Last
year's Summer Games attracted
more than 19,000 athletes from
116 counties across the state. The
Games are held in Lexington and
surrounding communities in Central Kentucky.

Employees of the Murray-Calloway County Hospital and West View Nursing Home were
honored recently at an awards banquet held at MSU's Curris Center. Honored for five
years of service were: (standing from left) Candy Humphreys, Linda Smith, Tammy Smith,
Laura Sales, Kelly Park, Carolyn Bell, Beverly Jennings, Cindy Stober, Teresa Price, Cheryl
Steele, Aubuary Phillips, Kenneth Tidwell, Roy Dillon, Mary Turner and Kristie Kneebone;
(sitting from left) Robin Blake, Nancy Conley, Sonya Choppl, Eleanor Cavanaugh, Donna
Garcia, Diane Rogers, Vickie Carr and Michael Martin. Five-year award recipients not pictured are: Judy Barney, Melinda Bowens, Elizabeth Boyd, Lisa Burger, Jill Burger, Bud
Byars, Kaye Clark, Austin Copeland, Ed Cothran, Vicky Couch, Jeffrey Gream, Billy Guyton, Norma Hale, Yvonne Hamby, Mary Inman, Margaret Johnson, Patsy King, Robin Kondratko, Darren Loveless, Vanetta Mason, Anna McCage, Kathy McCurry, Julie McKendree,
Margie Osborne, Charles Rose, Shari Sherwood, Beverly Smith, Glenda Smith, Amy Steinfeldt, Shirley Stone, Deborah Thorne, Patricia Uhter, Cindy Varner, Virginia Vaughn, Beverly Wallace, Omaira Watson and Jennifer Winter.

A stroke can
be a mindblowing thing
•

LET US PUT YOU
Bum Tim WHEEL
OF A QUALITY WM
CAR OR TRUCK
1998 Dodge Durango SLT+ 4x4 - St. #506.1.

Leather, V-8, 3rd seat, rear air, tow package.
$26,982
cassette/CD, 22.000 miles

1998 Ford Ranger XLT Pickup - St. #99267,1
$9,995
Dark green. PS/PB. A/C, 32,000 miles
1998 Jeep Grand Cherokee - St. #99002.1. V-8,
LTD, 4x4, black leather, all power, 27,000 miles

$26,350
1997 Jeep Gr. Cherokee TSi 4WD - St.
#99368.1. Black, leather, V-8, PIS, P/VV, P/L

$20,786
1997 Dodge 1500 Club Cab SLT 4x4 Pickup St. #99193.1. Green/tan, V-8, PNV, P/L, tilt &
$20,486
cruise, 38,000 miles
1997 Plymouth Neon - St. #503. 4 door, green,
$8,572
auto., A/C
1997 Ford Taurus LX - St. #99138.1. V-6. auto.,
burgandy, P/VV, P/L, A/C, 44,000 miles
Reduced

$9,995

1997 Dodge Intrepid - St. #99215.1. Maroon, 3.5 L.,
V-6, auto., A/C, P/W, P/L, tilt & cruise, cassette
Reduced $10,986

1997 Saturn SW2 Station Wagon - St. #99240.1.
$11,995
Tan, auto., P/W, P/L, tilt & cruise
1997 Dodge Stratus - St. #495. Auto, A/C
P/W, P/L, tilt & cruise, cassette. Reduced

white.

$9,988

Confederate captured Yankee boat unassisted
kees' Tennessee River supply line, is on private lakefront property."
NEW CONCORD, Ky.(AP) Forrest took over the fort in
Confederate Capt. Frank Gracey which ran past the deep western
November, 1864, and made short
didn't ride to glory in the Civil Kentucky fort.
"Forrest used his cannons to shell work of a handful of unsuspectWar.
He swam, naked, in November. boats on the river," Wooten said. ing Union river craft, starting with
Using a log for a float, the "He even captured two boats and the Mazeppa, a supply boat. Rebel
Hopkinsville man crossed the frigid used them against the Yankees for gunners crippled the steamer, which
ran aground across the Tennessee
Tennessee River and single-hand- a while."
edly captured the Mazeppa. a YanThe Mazeppa was Forrest's first from Fort Heiman.
Forrest's troopers had hoped to
kee steamboat.
victim. After his horsemen leisure"It was one of the most amaz- ly looted the boat, they burned help themselves to the Mazeppa's
cargo. But they' didn't have even
ing feats of the Civil War," said and sank it.
Jerry Wooten, director of the River
The Confederates built Fort a little boat.
Gracey volunteered to skinny
Heritage Museum in Paducah.
Heiman and Fort Henry, across
Gracey served under Gen. the river, in 1861. The Yankees dip for the Mazeppa.
"He stripped himself bare, slung
Nathan Bedford Forrest, who late captured both earth-walled basin the war sneaked his cavalry tions in 1862, then abandoned them 'two great hoss pistols around his
into abandoned Fort Heiman near when fighting moved farther south. neck" and paddled over "belly down
New Concord in Calloway Coun"Fort Henry is under Kentucky like a frog" on the log, wrote
ty. Forrest aimed to cut the Yan- Lake," Wooten said. "Fort Heiman Paducah historian and journalist
Hall Allen in his 1961 book. Center of Conflict.
Gracey caught the boat's crew
hiding in a canebrake.
"He got the drop on them with
his hoss pistols and the crew meekly surrendered to a naked giant.

What is the single
most important thing
I can do to maintain
my vehicle?

1996 Pontiac Bonneville SE - St. #99322.2.
$10,995
tilt & cruise
White, V-6, P/W,
1996 Dodge Intrepid - St. #99329.1. V-6, A/C, PAN,
$10,276
P/L, tilt & cruise, green, 44,000 miles
1996 Hyundai Accent - St. #99324.1. 2 door, silver,
$5,995
NC, 37,000 miles
1995 Dodge Intrepid ES - St. #99393.1. Char-gold
V-6, auto., PW/PL, tilt & cruise, P. seat, alum.
$10,995
wheels, 55,000 miles

1995 Jeep Gr. Cherokee Laredo 2WD - St.
#99339.1. Driftwood, auto., A/C, P/W, P/L, tilt &
$13,995
cruise, cassette.45,000 miles

1995 Isuzu Rodeo 4WD - St. #99008.1.4 door,
$14,886
teal, V-6, auto., A/C, PW, PL, cassette
1995 Ford Ranger XLT - St. #99279.1. Pickup, A/C,
Reduced $4,994
PS/PB, green
1995 Chevrolet Suburban LT 4x4 - St. #99313.1.
$21,896
Green, V-8, auto., leather
1994 Olds Cutlass Supreme - St. #481. V-6, P/W.
$7,632
P/L, tilt & cruise, cassette
1993 Chevrolet 1500 SWB Silverado Pickup St. #99086.1. Red, V-6, auto., P/W, P/L, tilt & cruise
Reduced $7,995
1989 Chrysler LeBaron Convertible - St
#99018 4. White, only 78,000 miles, great summer
$4,995
fun
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"The oldest
independent repair
shop in Murray"
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To find out more
about caring for
your car,
stop by today.

Aim AutoCare
4NApio
Center
We Install Oualoty NAPA Parts

S. 4th St.• 753-6831

Here are some of the questions
we get from seniors:
How will work affect my benefits after age 65?
At age 65, your benefit is
reduced for every $3 of earnings
you make above $15,500. At age
70, your benefits are not affected
by your earnings.
I want to adopt my two-yearold grandson. How would this
affect my Social Security benefits?
If you adopt your grandchild
and you are already receiving benefits, the grandchild would receive
a child's benefit equal to 50 percent of the benefit amount you
receive. However, it would not
decrease your benefit amount.

.10410---14•15F-arsPe.„„...

Ook#
Has One of the Largest Selections of
Nuts S Bolts In Western Kentucky,

3100

different
With Over
sizes and types. Including: stainless
steel nuts, washers S bolts, and Special
Purpose Fastners in Grades 2-5-8
standard 5 metric thread nuts S bolts.

All Vehicles Subject To Prior Sale

Whatever It Takes, We Want to Be Your Car or Truck Company.")

P'17Pt-ieY
Docirip

Dodge

2400 E. Wood St.
Paris. TN
(901)642-5661
1-800-748-8816

416.

Ire

IN STOCK!
SUPPLY COMPANY

I HR'isiIK

Plymouth

Gracey returned to the fort in
a skiff he commandeered from the
Mazeppa. He brought over a rope
to his comrades-in-arms who
ganged up to pull the steamboat
over "like...leading a mule back
on the farm," Allen wrote.
Gracey also rowed back with
Gen. Abe Buford, Forrest's subordinate, "so that the surrender of
the crew and boat could be made
in proper' style," Allen wrote.
As the Mazeppa neared Fort
Heiman, the soldiers saw Buford,
a Kentuckian from Versailles, standing on the deck and swigging from
a whiskey jug. The Rebels begged
him not to drink it all.
According to Allen. Buford
replied,"Take it easy, boys. There's
plenty of meat, plenty of hardtack
and plenty of clothes here for all
you boys. But there's just whiskey
enough for the general."

Seniors ask Social
Security questions

ANSWER:
Change the oil and filter every
three months or 3,000 miles.
Local driving and short trips
demand more frequent changes
than highway driving. Check
the oil with the car turned off
and parked on level ground.

his body still glistening from the
river," Allen wrote.

' Your Hometown / i,travv,iry

tut(.?"

206 East Main • 753-3361
U111111650W

-SEW ilfill111

/It
400'0

I am 67 years old and thinking of getting married for the
third time. My fiancee is also
receiving Social Security. How
will this affect our Social Security benefits?
Marriage will not affect the
benefits of a person receiving benefits on his/her own work record.
Marriage does not affect widow's
or widower's benefits if they are
age 60 or older. There are some
other exceptions to these general
rules, and you should call Social
Security to discuss your situation.
I am about to remarry at age
65. Will the fact that my prior
wife is receiving a benefit on
my record affect the rights of
my current spouse?
No. The divorced wife qualifies for a benefit after 10 years
of marriage to you and her benefits do not affect those of the
current spouse.
Can I receive both Social Security and SSI?
Yes, if your income and
resources are low enough to qualify for SSI payments.
If I keep working, will this
affect my Social Security benefits?
Yes, in two ways. You receive
a delayed retirement credit for
each year you continue working
after age 65, as much as 5.5 percent if you become 65 in 1999.
Your benefit may be increased by
your additional earnings if they
are higher than your earlier earnings.
I delayed signing up for
Medicare's medical insurance
until now. I'm 69 years old. Is
it too late?
No, but it may cost more for
you to sign up now. Generally
there's a 10 percent surcharge for
each year you could have signed
up but did not.
How long will my benefits
last?
You retirement benefits continue for life. They may be suspended temporarily if your earnings exceed the retirement test,
but no special application is
required for them to resume once
your earnings are within the earnings limits.
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First Baptist Church - Murray, KY
FREE TICKET REQUEST FORM

I BELIEVE IN AMERICA

MICA

Wednesday, June 30 at 7:00 PM
Thursday, July 1 at 7:00 PM

'Please follow the numbered steps in order to handle your I BELIEVE IN AMERICA free ticket request)
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For their 10 years of service these employees of Murray-Calloway County Hospital and
West View Nursing Home were honored: (standing from left) Susan Riley, Angelia Thompson, Karen Franklin, Betty Butler, Martha Dowdy, Jerry Thomas, Delphine Colson, Myra
Melson, Susan Plunkett, and Jan Steffey; (sitting from left) Louise Fowler, Lori Prescott,
Pauline Elkins, Teresa Blakely, Michelle Smothers, AnnEtte Owen, Tammy Seavers, and
Valerie Morris. Not pictured are: Mary Conner, Vickie Cothran, Mary Emerson, Stephanie
Foster, Lyn Frey, Peggy Futrell, Cindy Henson, Ladd Horn, Renee Morris, Claire Nance,
Kim Neal, Susan Page, Lori Rogers, Lyn Ryan, Kyle Smith, Rachel Tinsley and Doreen
Wheeler.

Number of tickets requested (limit 10 per family please)
Include a self-addressed stamped envelope. If this envelope is not
enclosed, then the tickets cannot Le mailed or processed.

LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP)— Doctors treating a 10-year-old boy for
a rare case of herpes encephalitis
in 1996 put him into a coma to
prevent more brain damage. All
brain functions, including breathing, shut down.
When Kyle Shultz awoke more
than a month later, he could not
eat, speak or walk, and he had
lost all of his learned memory.
Now, three years later, he's well
on the road to recovery and taking a trip that will include a visit
to the White House.
The youngster was leaving Tuesday for Washington, D.C., to represent Kentucky during the Champions Across America/Canada
event, which is part of the Children's Miracle Network fund-raising campaign.
He will be accompanied by his
mother and stepfather, Linda and
Todd Mason of Richmond, and
his father, Tony Shultz.
On Thursday. they will join 50
• others at Children's'
the White House to present the
Champion of
the Year award.
After a tour of the nation's capital. the children and their families will travel to Walt Disney World
on Friday to participate in the
campaign's Champions Show,
which raises money for 170 North
American children's hospitals,
including the University of Kentucky'
e and his family say they
hDe his story will motivate others to give to the organization.
Linda Mason said Kyle became
sick when he woke up one day
in July 1996 with what appeared

to be a stomach virus.
Within days, Kyle was in intensive care at UK Children's Hospital and being treated for herpes
encephalitis, which occurs when
the usually dormant herpes virus
takes up residence in the brain.
Kyle spent 10 weeks at Cardinal Hill Rehabilitation Hospital
and many more recovering at home.
He returned to school part time
in January 1997, although he was
still unable to speak. He taught
himself sign language to help with
the process, his mother said.
Kyle is now an active 13-yearold who plays basketball at Clark

Moores Middle School, where he
will be an eighth-grader next year.
This summer, he is playing on
the Richmond Senior League baseball team. He also has a black
belt in karate, which he earned
before his illness.
Kyle "has regained an enormous amount of speech," said
Robert Baumann, a child neurologist who treats the teen-ager at
the University of Kentucky Children's Hospital. But the boy is
still academically behind.
Kyle said he had only one piece
of advice for other sick children:
"Pray every day.•'

I BELIEVE IN AMERICA
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
203 SOUTH FOURTH STREET
MURRAY,KY 42071
Please send tickets to me for the other day and time if my
request time is unavailable.
Do not send me any tickets if my request is not available.
Reservation requests will be filled in the order in which they are received.
Tickets may be ordered BY MAIL ONLY. No telephone orders can be accepted.
If there pre any problems in receiving tickets, please call 753-1854 between
the hours of 10:00 A.M. and 4:00 P.M. after June 28!
Please order only those tickets which you require so that others may have the joy of attending. Thanks!!

COSSEY

HEATING & COOLIN6

9307 State Route 94E
Murray, KY 42071
Serting the erre with

HonevIr & Everiem

INSTALLATIONS
COMMERCIAL • RESIDENTIAL
• RESTAURANT EQUIPMENT
• MOBILE HOMES

.22 ga. galvanized steel side wall
.20 ga. double-locked soldered seam bottom
with drain plug.

Owned & Operated By
Glenn Cousey
KYLICM11341N1

*Kills many weeds including
clover, dandelions, plantain and
many others
*Kills entire weed, roots and all

< 3 cu ft Bags >

Pine Bark Hardwood
Mulch
Mulch
.102-95078
*102-95075

Black Top Sealer

ANNUAL
PERCENTAGE
YIELD

*Contains EPA approved
Dursban• which effectively controls termites,
carpenter ants & other
wood-infesting insects.

•No. 52
*Resists gas & oil spills, extends
pavement life
,
•Coal tar emulsion
*For driveways, parking lots

Registered trademark of Dow
Elanco

11""

1 ga. Sprayer
Nk
•Brass wand with adjustable nozzle

.500-1334'

Nuggets
Dog Food

*Funnel top reduces spillage

9995

-For any age dog
*All-natural
ingredients < 50 lb.
•More meat
than most grocery store
brands
*107-60500

AG-15E Econ
Spot Sprayer

Substantial penalty for early withdrawal. These annual percentage
yields are effective June 1, 1999.

Main Office: 5th & Main • North Branch:
12th & Chestnut • South Branch: 12th &
Story • Kroger Money Market • 767-BANK

15 1/2 ga. Motto High-Tensile
Barbed Wire

Motto High-Tensile Field
Fence
.ASTM class Ill zinc coating
•Does same job as conventional fence with
heavier gauge filler wires

1%0 SOUTHERN STATES
110 East Sycamore • 753-1423
'Across fnan Calloway Coantv

'mill Sin her

Fair to open June
11 with horse show

JFK's lost coffin
dumped in ocean
WASHINGTON(AP)— Loaded
with 240 pounds of sand and
drilled with holes so it would stay
on the ocean floor, the coffin that
carried John F. Kennedy's body
from Dallas to Washington was
dumped at sea in 1966 under orders
of the Kennedy family.
Documents released Tuesday by
the National Archives showed that
despite concerns over whether the
casket should be destroyed, the
government honored the Kennedy
family wishes and took pains to'
ensure that the casket would remain
in a watery grave,
The Defense Department even
sought the advice of a submarine
officer with special training in
hydraulics to devise a way to airdrop the coffin at sea.
Kennedy, assassinated in Dal las on Nov. 22, 1963. was buried
at Arlington National Cemetery in
a mahogany coffin obtained in
Washington. The first coffin, made
of bronze and lined with brushed
satin, had been purchased from
Dallas undertaker Vernon Oneal to
take the body to Washington. It
was replaced because it was damaged.
Its whereabouts had long been
a mystery. And Kennedy assassination researchers consider the coffin evidence that should not have
been destroyed.
Documents show that the casket was in the basement of the
National Archives building in downtown Washington in February 1966
when Robert Kennedy, then a U.S.
senator from New York, called the
General Services Administration,
which oversees government property, and asked for it to be released
to the military for destruction.
"I think it belongs to the family and we can get rid of it any
way we want to," Kennedy told
Lawson Knott, GSA administrator,
according to a memo recounting
the conversation.
"What I would like to have
done is take it to sea," Kennedy
told Knott. "I don't think anybody
will be upset about the fact that
we disposed of it."
Kennedy family spokeswoman
Melody Miller said Tuesday that
destroying the casket was appropriate and "in keeping witti the
tradition of President Kennedy's
naval service and his love of the
sea:",
To ensure that the coffin would
sink, three 80 pound bags of sand
were put inside, metal banding
tape was wrapped around it and
it was placed inside a pine box
that was also wrapped in metal
tape. documents said.
Numerous holes were drilled in
both the casket and the box -to
ensure that no air pockets would
develop." according to a memo written by John Steadman, special
assistant in the office of the Secretary of Defense.
One last precaution was taken:
To keep the 660-pound load from
shattering when it hit the water.
two parachutes were attached to
it.
On Feb. 18, 1966, an Air Force
van picked up the casket and transported it to Andrews Air Force Base,
where it was loaded onto a C-

130 airplane, the documents said.
The plane took off at 8:38 a.m.
and flew over a calm ocean to a
point approximately 131 nautical
miles off the Maryland-Delaware
coast.
The drop point — in 9,000 feet
of water beyond the continental
shelf — was chosen because it
was away from regularly traveled
air and shipping lines in an explosives dumping area.
The pilot descended to 500 feet
and at 10 a.m., the plane's tail
hatch was opened and the load
was pushed out.
"The entire rigged load remained
intact and sank sharply, clearly
and immediately after the soft
impact,- wrote Steadman, who was
on the plane.
Leaving nothing to chance, the
plane circled the drop point for
20 minutes "to ensure that nothing returned to the surface."
Knott had cautioned Kennedy
that destroying the coffin might
"raise loads of questions" in light
of an upcoming book about the
assassination. It was unclear
whether the casket was covered
by a law that mandated that certain items of evidence related to
the Kennedy assassination be preserved.
The Justice Department would
have to authorize release of the
casket, Knott told Kennedy, who
had been attorney general before
he entered the Senate in 1965.
Kennedy was adamant and said
he would call his successor as
attorney general, Nicholas Katzenbach. Eight days later. Katzenbach
wrote Knott and said the casket
had no evidentiary value and didn't need to be preserved.
"As long as the casket remains
... there is always the possibility
that it could be misused or misappropriated," he added. ,
Documents show that Oneal,
the Dallas undertaker, wanted to
get the casket back and display it
in his funeral home.
Author David Lifton believes
the government was wrong to dump
it.
"We are dealing with evidence,"
said Lifton, whose 1981 book
detailed medical evidence in the
Kennedy assassination.

Dietary fiber can cut
risk of heart attack
CHICAGO (AP) --- A study of
more than 68.000 women found
that dietary fiber — particularly
from breakfast cereals — can significantly lower the risk of heart
attacks, researchers reported today.
The fiber helps by improving
cholesterol levels, lowering blood
sugar, boosting sensitivity to insulin
and lowering the risk of blood
clotting, according to a study published in today's Journal of the
American Medical Association.
A previous study of men had
similar results.
Healthy female nurses studied
at Brigham and Women's Hospital in Boston -were divided into
five groups, from highest to lowest fiber consumption, and their

Brewer Cote
Heavy Duty

diets were tracked for 10 years.
Women in the highest fiber group
ate about 22 grams per day. They
had a 47 percent lower risk of
heart disease than women in the
lowest group, who consumed about
11 grams of fiber a day.
"For every five-gram increase
in fiber — which is equal to a
bowl of cereal per day — the risk
of heart disease was reduced by
more than 30 percent," said Dr.
JoAnn Manson, the author of the
study.
She said fruits and vegetables
also are good sources of fiber.
She cautioned that over-the-counter fiber supplements are not effective substitutes.

Forsythe, Hocking make
president's, dean's lists
Michelle Forsythe has been
named to the president's list for
the Spring 1999 semester at Western Kentucky University.
Allison Hocking has been named
to the dean's list .

Now Is The Time To Seal Your
Asphalt Driveway!
S959
5 piss

gr

INVENTORY BLOWOUT!

To make the dean's list, a student must have a grade-point average of 3.4 to 3.79 on a 4.0 scale.

Belts — 50% off
Montana Silver — 40% Off
Straw & Felt Hats — 300/0 Off
Justin Boots — 20%-50% off

Students on the president's list
have GPAs of 3.8 to 4.0.

Men's Long Sleeve Shirts — '19 - 29"
Ladies Long Sleeve Blouses — s19" - 29s"'
Wrangler Relax Fit & Loose Fit Jeans — '25'
Ladies Jeans — '19"

Do you have a hot
news tip? The Ledger
will pay $10 for the
best news tip of
the month.
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753-19/6
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Driveway Sealer
"Serving your needs
for 44 years."

"Your Hometown Hardware Store"

206 E. Main
753-3361

Inc.
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We've Put A Wilole
Wew Spin On Fun!
Earn only 20 Bonus Points any day*, MondayThursday in June, and you'll become an
Instant Winner with a FREE spin of the
Treasure Wheel! Its absolutely FREE!

Foch ond every spin
wins ct grecrt prize!
• CaSh! • Bonus Points!
• FREE Meals!. Concert Tickets!
• Shopping Sprees! • Much More!

• You can develop your math skills and prepare to

Your First Spiry Is Or Vs,!

enter a high wage career!

4
is
it witty.

pm of me
TREACURE AMER!

• Men and women who need to improve their math
and computer skills to re-enter school can also
take this class!

At Players Island Casino...
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Mathematics
Class Offered
June 7-18
4 - 6 p.m.
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'One points spin per person per day Complete
details available at Guest Services.

Heat up your Summer with tickets to:

West Kentucky Technical College
Child care and transportation
reimbursed to those who qualify.
A Kentucky Community and Technical College System Institution
Equal Education and Employment Opportunities M/F/D

CASINO

Kenny Rogers - June 20th & Dwight Yoakam 'July 9th
Tickets On Sale NOW! Call 1-800-929-5905
<

d

In Metropolis, IL, across from
Paducah, KY, where 1-24 meets
the Ohio River (Exit 37).
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Entry-level mathematics and computer classes
for economically sclidvantaged single parents,
homemakers, displaced homemakers, and single
pregnant women.

Computer Class
Offered
June 7-18
9 a.m. - noon
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To cBritches

. 94 East (The East Village) • Murray • 759-4408
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Jackson's son
hospitalized
in New York
NEW YORK (AP) — Michael
Jackson is keeping a vigil at the
bedside of his 2-year-old son who
was unconscious after a seizure
caused by a viral infection.
Prince Michael Jackson Jr. was
stricken over the weekend, said
Jonathan Morrish, an executive with
Sony Records. Jackson's label.
"Friday night the child ... lost
consciousness, and his legs and
arms were paralyzed because of a
high viral fever," Morrish said Tuesday in Modena,--ikaly, where Jackson was to have 'attended a benefit concert.
"The next 24 hours will he
decisive for Prince's health," he
told Italian news agency ANSA.
Jackson's wife, Deborah Rowe
Jackson, downplayed the reports
of her son's illness in an interview with KNBC-TV in Los Angeles.
"He's fine. He is not dying,
He's had a virus infection and
he's going to be fine," she told
the station. Mrs. Jackson said she
was planning to travel to New
York to be with the boy.
Prince was born Feb. 13, 1997.
Jackson and his wife had a second child, Paris, in April 1998.
Attempts by The Associated
Press to reach spokesmen for Jackson were unsuccessful Tuesday.

Those honored for 15 years of service at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital and West View Nursing Home were: (standing from left) Nancy Rose, Russell Flood, Linda Cavitt,
Nancy Buchanan, and Shawnee Hill; (sitting from left) Renee
Garland, Lisa Moss, Millie Kadner, Nell Denton and Teresa
Kalberer Not pictured are Mae Giles, Vickie Dowdy, Judy
Henninger, Pallie Kurz and Charlene McDermott.

their goats' current health papers
By Ginny Harper
a vet including a Brucellosis
from
4-H
Calloway County
over a year old.
if
test
The Murray-Calloway County
may also want to preYouth
Fair opens June I 1 with the Open
register by calling the CooperaHorse Show.
There is much preparation need- tive Extension Service at 753-1452
ed for the many 4-H events slat- to save on entry fees day of show.
Also on June 18 at 7 p.m., is
ed for the 1999 Fair, so now is
4-H Pet Show. Youth need to
the
the time to prepare your entries.
current health papers from a
have
June 12 is the Fourth Annual
vet on all animals including inforDusty Spurs 4-H Horse Show. Youth
mation on all necessary shots and
who plan to enter must be 4-H
vaccinations.
members and have a negative cogYouth may also want to pregins test in hand to show.
by calling the Cooperaregister
June 14 is the day to enter
Service at 753-1452
Extension
tive
exhibits for the Exhibit Barn. Youth
may enter a variety of items that to save on entry fees day of show.
June 19 at 8 a.m., is the Open
they prepared and made throughYouth Beef Show. Youth will
and
out this 4-H year.
There are baked items, horti- again need current health papers
culture, crops, and garden items; and registration papers.
June 1 9 at 6:30 p.m., is also
as well as crafts, clothing, elecOpen Youth Lamb Show. Youth
the
tric items and woodworking cateneed current health certificate
will
gories.
a vet with information about
from
Collections such as Entomoloscabies.
gy. Geology and Leaves are encourAll these events will be great
aged. 4-H youth have been involved
fun
and worth attending. This year
in a variety of projects and activthere will be a $2 entry fee to
ities.
enter the main gate with addiPlease take time to bring them
tional fees to be paid inside grounds
to the fair to share them with the
for events and activities. Youth
community at the Murray-Calloway
and families will have to pay the
County Fair. Entries will be taken
gate entry fee.
from 8 a.m. to noon on June 14.
The many 4-H events will be
The judging will then occur.
excellent; don't miss seeing the
June 16 is the Open and 4talented youth of our community,
H/FFA Dairy Show. Youth must
as well as youth from some other
have appropriate health papers and
locations. The Murray-Calloway
registration papers for cows they
County Business Community is
plan to show. If they are particivery supportive of each of these
pating in the non-ownership proevents. Special thanks to them.
gram, that paperwork must be comThe Calloway County Cooperplete as well.
ative 4-H Program is a part of
June 17 is a petting zoo from
the University of Kentucky Col6 p.m. to 8 p.m. and preparation
lege of Agriculture and the Coopshearing and clinic of Calloway
erative Extension Service.
County 4-H Lambs for show on
The Calloway County 4-H CounSaturday.
cil receives funding from the MurJune 18 at 5 p.m., is the 4-H
ray-Calloway County United Way.
Goat Show. Youth need to have
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RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES
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Liter
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Honored for 20 years of service at Murray-Calloway County Hospital and West View Nursing Home were: (standing from left) Sue Crenshaw, Kandy Waters, Barbara Hudson, Jamie
Black, Thomas Hornbuckle, Lanita Malcolm, Ellen Tidwell, Freda James, Brenda Henderson, and Chris Tubbs; (sitting from left) Edie Pace, Teresa Nixon, Carolyn Thorne, Rebecca Rutledge, Pat Sons, Sherry Fox and Eva Tidwell. Not pictured are: Susan Doran, David
Holt, Hugh Kimbro, Sharon Mason, Marty Pace, and Stanlea West.
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Powerade 32 oz. Bottle 99'

Coke, Diet Coke,
12 pk. 12 oz. cans
Sprite
Coke, Diet Coke,
Sprite 6 Pk. 1/2 Liter Bottles

The Murray State News, the
student newspaper at Murray State
University, was recently notified
that it has received the gold medalist award, the highest ranking given
by Columbia Scholastic Press Association.
The college newspaper critique
was sponsored by Columbia University in New York. In addition
to the gold medalist ranking.
Columbia also presented AllColumbian honors in two areas,
content and general operations.
The honors from Columbia come
at the end of an academic year
in which the weekly newspaper
was named a national Pacemaker
winner by the Associated Collegiate Press, ranking it in the top
10 non-daily college and university newspapers in the country.
The paper had been a Pacemaker
finalist in four of thF past eight
years.
The Murray State News is pub-

lished each Friday during the fall
and spring Semesters by a student
staff. Students are involved in all
aspects of the production, including news, design, photography,
graphics and advertising.
Jennifer Sacharrioski, a print
journalism major from Frederick,
Md., served as editor-in-chief for
the 1998-99 year and has been
hired to serve as editor for 19992000.
"This year's staff exceeded all
our goals and set a high standard
of excellence for future staffs to
meet," said Joe Hedges, newspaper adviser.
"The Murray State News provides students the opportunity to
use and improve their skills and
talents in a learning environment
that prepares them for careers in
journalism," Hedges said. "Many
of our editors and staff members
are also wolng this summer as
interns at pro essional newspapers.

I always look forward to their
return in August with new insights.
skills and enthusiasm."
In addition to the award-winning print product, the newspaper
is aggressively developing and marketing its Murray State News Online
version at www.thenews.org. The
online newspaper will expand this
fall with local and national advertising and a new design, under
the director of online editor Don
Lawson of Sheperdsville.
"We've had an online presence
for four years, but this past year
we were able to utilize the web
to its fullest capacity. The online
version allows us to provide our
readers with more up-to-date news
and information," Hedges said.
"We plan to continue expanding the online version, providing
students the opportunity to work
in this exciting and expanding
medium," Hedges said.

Sunshine Bite Size or Chunk Dog Food
18 Lb. Bag

gible to qualify for the national
finals to be held this summer in
Atlanta, Ga.
The Goodwill Games are a multisport international event that has
taken place every four years. The
first-ever Winter Goodwill Games
will take place in Lake Placid,
N.Y., from Feb. 17-20, 2000. The
2001 Summer Goodwill Games are
scheduled for 12 days in September/October in Brisbane, Australia.
TNT is the host network for both
events.
Since the Goodwill Games
inception in 1986, the world's situation has changed dramatically,
overcoming the forces that initially led RE. Turner, vice chairman

Lipton Side Dish Rice & Sauce or Noodles & Sauce

Limit One Item And One Coupon With An Additional $20 Purchase - Expires 6-8-99
Redeem Both Coupons With Only A $20 Additional Purchase!

Pride of Ill. Corn or Green Beans

Angel Soft Bathroom Tissue
4 Roll Pkg. 88
°

So Dri Paper Towels
Reg. Size Roll

88°

For

of Time Warner and founder of
the Games, to conceptualize and
host the Goodwill Games. Therefore, the Games have a new mission: to benefit cltildren worldwide. To achieve this mission, the
Games work with children's charities in the U.S. and abroad.
The 1999 Junior Goodwill
Games are being administered by
civic and youth organizations
nationwide in conjunction with the
Goodwill Games and Universal
Marketing Associates, Inc.
For more information On the
Junior Goodwill Games cOntact
Skip Dobbs at 900 Payne St. or
call 502-762-0325.

Support Big Brother/Big
Sister Help a Child

Center Cut

Tennessee Pride

Sausage

Pork Chops

Oscar Mayer

100% Pure

Bologna

Ground Chuck

Oscar Mayer

U.S.D.A. Otioice

Wieners

Shoulder Roast

Sliced Slab

U.S.D.A. Choice

Swiss Steak

YTH 150 Yard Tractor

Twin Bagger*

• I S hp Kohler Command OHV engine
• Hydrostatic transmission
• 42" Air Induction deck
• Mulching kit $1
included.

SPECIAL

99995

For $1
5
'00

3.18

Youth to participate in games
Local youngsters between the
ages of 8 and 13 have the opportunity to participate in the Junior
Goodwill Games.
The Junior Goodwill Games is
a free grassroots youth participation program in which youngsters
will participate in any of three
athletic events - basketball, swimming and track and field. The
games are designed to encourage
participation in sports while promoting sportsmanship.
The Junior Goodwill Games
Local Competition will be hosted
by the Murray-Calloway County
Parks June 18. Participants may register the day of the competition,
or sign up at the MCC Park office
at 900 Payne St., Murray.
The first-, second- and thirdplace winners of the local competition will advance to a Junior
Goodwill Games Sectional Competition. Approximately 50 sectional
competitions will be held nationwide. Participants who .win their
sectional competition become eli-

$2 98
2

LTH 130
Lawn Tractor $119995
• 13 hp Kohler OHV engine I
• Hydrostatic transmission
• 42" Air Induction deck
• Mulching kit included.

Limit One Item And Ono Coupon With An Additional S20 Purchase - Expires 6-8-99

Fresh Sno-White

Vine Ripe Slicing

Tomatoes
LLI4110 1111111MCION

www.husqvarna.corn

°Prices,products, promotions. offers and Ilnancing rnary vary by dealer

I e99 ellFG

Murray Home Sr Auto
Outdoor Division
Chestnut St.• Murray • 753-2571

58

Lb.

Lb.

Onions
Wash State U.S.D.A. Extra Fancy Red or Golden

Delicious Apples

Green Beans
Whole Peeled "Ready-To-Eat"

Sweet Vidalia

Lb.

Baby Carrots
48' Fresh
Dole
48 Slaw Mix

38

Lg. Head $1•

Fresh Crisp

New Crop Bite Size Red

Potatoes

Cauliflower

1,
•
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7534916

$6.25 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,40% Discount 3rd Run.
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$2 IX) extra for S
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o into S • •on Gude)$2 00 extra for Mod box ads

2BR, 2
remodel
from AC
$395 pl
ence
753-394
after 5:2
2BR, 2
w/d ho
pnvate
lease,
month
messag
2BR, CE

Deadline Day & Time
r 11 a.m.

Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 AM-5 PM, Mon. thru Fri.

$2.25 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)
Lint Ads $60..) rrono-num

1yr leas,

Ad Deadlines
Publish
'0 • y

Fri. 3
Mon. 3
Tues. 3
Wird. 3
Thurs. 3

•

p.m
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

Tore. Clasolieds

Just Say "Charge It"
165 Antique
180 Lawn & Garden
190 Farm Equipment
195 Heavy Equipment
200 Sports Equipment
210 Firewood
220 Musical
240 Miscellaneous
260 Mobile Home Lots For Sale
270 Mobile Homes For Sale
280 Mobile Homes For Rent
285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent
290 Heating And Cooling
300 Business Rentals
310 Want To Rent

010 Legal Notice
020 Notice
025 Personals
030 Financial
040 Roommate Wanted
050 Lost And Found
060 Help Wanted
070 Domestic & Childcare
100 Business Opportunity
110 Instruction
120 Computers
130 For Sale Or Trade
140 Want To Buy
150 Articles For Sale
155 Appliances
160 Home Furnishings

Legal Notice

YARD SALES

1x2 ad
$7.50

25 wd. max.
1 insertion

2x2 ad
$14.00

70 wd. max
1 insertion
National Rates

CALL FOR INFORMATION

455 Acreage
460 Homes For Sale
470 Motorcycles & ATV's
485 Sport Utility Vehicles
490 Used Cars
495 Vans
500 Used Trucks
510 Campers
520 Boats & Motors
530 Services Offered
550 Utility Trailers
560 Free Column
570 Wanted
Card of Thanks • In Memory
• Happy Ads

pliancer
$300/m

28R, Ul

520 1/
Street.'

2BR, I.
$285,
489-22$.

3BR hi
206 S
month
South '
2br DL
11th $2
753-341
3BR, 2

Special Price

miles

159 at Key Mini Warehouses, 1850 State
Route 121 South Murray, KY 42071, have
been abandoned and if all charges for storage
units 41, 53, 77 & 159 are not paid in full on
before

June

10, 1999, Key

Mini-

Warehouses will have legal possession of all
items stored in units 41, 53, 77 & 159. A sale
date for said items stored in storage units 41,
53, 77 & 159 will be posted at a later time.

THIS space is reserved
the day might come,
Your pet has strayed
can't find its way home.
Just give us a call, we'll
be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have Furry
or Feathered Friends,
Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916
060
He Warded

TAX
DEFERRED
ANNUITY
6%
INTEREST.
Guaranteed 5 years
Monthly income
available!
100% reinsured!

100% investment
grade assets!
Substantial penalty
for early withdrawal

ALTERATIONS
Ruth's See & Sew
753-6981
BIBt.E message 759-5177
CONSIDERING Abortion?
Get the facts from Lifehouse 753-0700
I Am not responsible for
any debts other than my
own Al Cronaver.

WEDDING
PHOTOGRAPHER
753-1001

McConnell
Insurance
Murray, KY

753-4199

CLASSIFIED
4)1iracle3 ilappen every
(
in _Alb education

Murray-Calloway County

Adult Education Programs

aIl

Today: 762-6971 or 759-1646

I/RIVERS

$10,000 BONUS!
(AFTER 5 YEARS SEIM( I.,
CALL FOR DETAII

NEW PAY PACKAGE!
WE NOW PAY FOR EXPERIENCE!
•M1LEAGE PAY - START @ $0.30/MILE W/3
YEARS EXPERIENCE. INCREASES I c/mi/6
months - to $0.35/MILE
•HOME EVERY WEEK! (99% - Ask Our
Drivers how often they get Home)
•ASSIGNED CONVENTIONAL TRACTORS
•Passenger Program
•Safety Bonus & Awards
•Layover Pay
•Unloading Pay
•Stop-off Pay
•Highway Master Mobile Communications
•Medical, Dental and Life Insurance
•13 Paid Vacation Days
•8 Paid Holidays
•Direct Deposit
•Profit Sharing* & 40IK Plan
Our Profit Sharing Plan is one of the best in he
industry. The driver that retired most recently
from Milan Express took approximately
$250,000.00 with him!
ALSO LEASING OWNER OPERATORS
$0.81 CPM LOADED OR EMPTY ($10,000
BONUS ALSO APPLIES FOR OWNER
OPERATORS)CALL FOR DETAILS

JAM

CALL DAVID BAKER AT 800-231-7303

.
4e
tPt11CA14

Lost and Found

Legal Notice

All stored items in storage units 41,53, 77 &

v

Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error.
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion.
Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can be made.

320 Apartments For Rent
330 Rooms For Rent
340 Houses For Rent
360 Storage Rentals
365 For Sale Or Lease
370 Commercial Property
380 Pets & Supplies
390 Livestock & Supplies
400 Yard Sale
420 Home Loans
430 Real Estate
435 Lake Property
440 Lots For Sale
445 Lots For Rent
450 Farms For Sale

010

010

or

ADJUSTMENTS

NOW hiring waitresses.
dancers & D.J. at the Foxy
Lady, Paris, TN. Call 901644-0107 No expenence
necessary

CABLE TV
$500-1,000 weekly. If you
are looking for a summer
job & want to stay in Murray. On line cable is looking for 3 reps for a loyalty
program. Interviews will be
conducted on June 8th &
9th. Between Sam-8pm
Please call
1-800-989-4300.
DENTAL Assistant needed. No experience necessary. Send resume to:
1653 Calloway Avenue,
Murray, KY. 42071.
HIRING for daytime Sandwich Makers and nighttime
closers_ Apply at Wendy's
and ask to speak to a
manager between 2 &
4pm.
HVAC Journeymen & apprentice ductwork installers. Paid holidays & vacation 759-2288, 435-4699
or apply at 1244 St. Rt.
121N. 10am to 2 pm.
LOCAL Cable TV Company has immediate opening
in its technical department
for an Installer in the Murray- Mayfield area Must
have valid driver's license
with good driving record.
Desired computer skills
but not required. Ability to
climb poles required. Competitive salary
benefit
package. Drug test is required
EOE M/F/DN
Send resume to: P.O.Box
1040 P, Murray. KY 42071
NEEDED A dishwasher &
bus person, afternoons,
Tues- Sun. Apply in person, Ann's Country Kitchen, Hazel.
NOW accepting applications for housekeeping at
Shoney's Inn, 1503 N
12th St, Murray Please
apply in person
NURSES AIDE
Full time, 39m-11pm shift,
also PRN (work all shifts
as needed) Prefer experienced, but will train Pleas
ant atmosphere, good
working conditions Apply
in person only. Fern Terrace Lodge. 1505 Stadium
View Dr. EOE.
OTR needed. Only serious
need apply! 270-545-7103.
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month 1
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FARMER'S MARKET PLACE

070

Domch
Childcare
BABYSITTER Needed
chilren ages 7-11
759-5556

3

CHILDCARE
Available
Openings.
weekdays
Meals & activities included. Almo area. 753-9077.
CLEANING houses is my
business , Reliable. Call
Linda. 759-9553.
HOUSE & Office Cleaning
Reasonable rates Call
753-0446
WILL Clean your home
Very reliable, reasonable
rates. 753-3802

ADMINISTRATIVE Assis
tant. Basic understanding
of computers, including Microsoft Office and Windows 95, Responsibilities!
Data input, filing, handling
of incoming telephone
calls, generate mass mailings and processing of incoming and outgoing orComputes
ders. Applicants should be
willing to pay attention to
MOM COMPUTERS
details, be organized and Onsite Sales And Service
courteous. 2 positions Parts, Upgrades, Installs
available. Part time and of Hardware And Software
full time. If applying for
New Phone a 759-3556
part time, specify work
Pager 742-1552
days and hours. Send re140
sume to P.O. Box 2138,
Went to Buy
Pans, TN. 38242
. AVON
Want to learn how to be
successful in your own
business? Or do you need
some Avon? Call me
1-888-669-6820.

OWE

CASH for G.I. Joes Toys
Old Of New. 753-7185
CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th, Murray.
FURNITURE (Antique or
Primitive). Collectabies
and other antiques 1
piece or all. Call 753-3633
WANTED: Pickup truck,
1987 or newer, 350 V8.
4wd preferred. Body in
good condition and fair
runner. Price range
$2,000 depending on con
dition. Father/ Son project
Phone: 800-603-3069, access code 76. E-mail.
Stranak@execpc.com
WANTED: Riding mowers,
go-carts, & 4-wheelers that
need work. 436-2867

lease,

753-29

150
Midas
For Sale
2 ALUMINUM Tool Boxes
for pick-up i nen side
commode, 1 shower transfer bench. Call 437-4861
2 YEAR Old Cherry bedroom set. Excellent condition. $800 300lb weight
set with bencn. S200. Cali
767-9311. Leave message

ALLIS 7000 Tractor, new
rubbei
100hp $5950.
New Holland Stackhand,
30 Hay Mover. $750. Both
one owner, serviced regularly. Good condition. Day
270-235-5182, Night 270235-5170- Cadiz, KY

MUSS:*
5 or 6 Year old good
broke bird dog Also, 1984 KNABE Consol Piano. Eb
Honda Goldwing Extra ony finish, excellent condi
nice Call 759-4142 after non Appraised $1,500,
5pm
Sell- $1,200. 759-1367.
I HAVE 19 Trays of Nar
row Leaf Mapole A-1
plants $5.00 per tray
Call 753-0609 after 6 pm
or leave message
TOBACCO Plants for sale
Some ready now Different
varieties 435-4176
160
Home Furnishings

PIANO/ Organ lessons.
/5:3-181U.

OWNER Financing Availa
ble 767-0035

12X56 3br, 2 bath. Good
condition. $2000
759-0198
BEDROOM
group, 1973 12x50
MOBILE
$15/wk. Call /53-4663
Home. very good shape,
SOFA & Chair less than a clean. 474-2708.
year old. Cranberry and
ivory floral print. Perfect 1992 ATLANTIC. Excellent
condition. Asking $380. condition Call after 5pm
753-6390
Call 489-2788

1995 16x80 3BR, 2 bath,
180
excellent
condition. 270Lawn & Garden
247-2363
1996 16x80 FLEETWOOD
BETHEL GARDENS
Excellent condition
Daylilies, Hosta, Peonies.
mulch & trim services. We- 3Br, 2 bath. Vinyl, shingle.
Must see in Fox
deliver' 759-9600 Tues
Meadows.
Sat, 9-5 Hwy 94E. 2 miles
Low interest & Low payfollow signs
ments. 753-8010 or
841-1985
LARGE Selection of New
Energy efficient homes
Remember no one, no
Murray Guard has immediate openings for where, has a better houssecurity officers in Murray. Ky. No expeii- ing value. Dinkins Mobile
Homes. Inc. 2427 E. Wood
ence necessary. Uniform furnished. Gioup Street Paris TN
1-800medical insurance available. Minimum 642-4891.
requirements: no criminal record, must be USED Homes, 121416'
at least 18 years of age, have reliable trans- wides_ See Dinkins Mobile
Homes Inc
2427 E.
portation and phone. Apply in person. Wood Street, Paris, TN. 1Mon.-Fri. 8:30 a.m.-4:00 pin. EOL- 800-642-4891

SECURITY OFFICERS

901-668-3122
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
BENEFIT PACKAGE!!
PROFIT SHARING!

IR
.

How For Rant

12X70 2br 2 bath on 1/2
acre lot 3 miles East o
Murray Air/ gas heat
Newly painted, very clean
No inside pets $260 a
month plus deposit. Yard
mowing included Call 1270-623-6314

JAKEL INC. is continuing to expand it s work 2BR, 1 bath, doublewide
94E, 4 miles. 759-4118.
force in Murray, Ky. We have full time posiNORTH OF Murraytions with medical benefits available Work 7674035.
hours are 6:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., Monday
through Thursday.
[MomsLots For Rent
Overtime will be required. If you are interested
in earning a competitive wage that rewards performance. receiving paid vacations, holidays,
and participating in the company's growth and
profitability then you owe it to yourself to
check us out. Apply in person at

JAKEL,INC.
700 N. 4th Street
Murray, KY 42071

sts

MOTOR ROUTE CARRIER

Homes For Sale

2PC living room group
$14 95/wk Gall 753-4663

M/F/D/V.

Father Ray Goetz and Ted Miller of St. Leo Church -stand
by the sign they have erected next to the church which reads
"Farmers Market Place."
St. Leo Church has made available their vacant lot North
of the church for use as a farmers market. The lot was the former site of the Rolling Hills Nursery. It is being made available
to help benefit small farmers and to provide fresh produce to
the public, they said.
To use the lot the church has stipulated four major requirements: •A daily fee of $5 per selling site be paid to the church
'The produce for sale is home grown, not purchased commercially, and priced competitively. 'As a minimum the produce
will be available for sale to the public early Saturday morning
for those who work during the week days. 'The assigned site
will be cleaned up prior to the farmer leaving the area.
For additional information contact: Ted Miller 753-5949.

LOT for rent 492-8488

Office Space
Various size units
Walnut Plaza
104 N. 5th
753-8302 or
753-9621

120FT X SOFT Concrete
block building. 2500 sq. ft
in sales & office area.
3500 sq. ft. in storage
area. Gas heat, lg.
parking lot. Located on S.
4th. Building can be
divided. Call 753-0839
or 436-2935.
OFFICE or retail space in
the Southside Shopping
Center. 753-4509.
OFFICE SPACE FOR
RENT, located at 520
Main Street, National Hotel
Building. Call 753-0757,
8:30am to 3:30pm for rental information.

Be An Independent Motor Route Carrier
For The Murray Ledger & Times
Must have own automobile, good driving
record and have own insurance.
Six days per week delivery of Ledger & Times.
Earn $12,000-$16,000 or more per year.
If interested contact Jeff Duncan, Circulation
Manager at the Murray Ledger & Times,
between 8am-12pm at 753-1916.

ASSISTANT MANAGER/
MANAGER TRAINEE

Forged
1 & 3BR Apts. Stove, & re
ngerator furnished. Rent
$250 for 1br, $400 for 3br
Both deposit & 1yr lease
required. 759-4696_
1 BEDROOM Apt for rent
close to college $200/mo.
759-4138
1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray starting at
$200/mo. 753-4109
1BR apartment, near campus, no pets 753-5980
1BR apt available, all appliances furnished MurCal Realty. 753-4444.
1BR apt, 1608 College
Farm Rd, stove & refngerator, $215 753-2084.
1BR like new, dishwasher,
w/d, available now. Coleman RE 759-4118
1BR, near MSU, $200/mo
Coleman RE 759-4118.
2BR duplex, central hia,
appliances
furnished
Available now Coleman
RE 759-4118
2BR Duplex, in Almo
Heights. Stove & refrigerator. $250/ deposit, $275/
rent. 489-2918
2BR near campus, no
pets. 753-5980 or 7631203
28R, 1 bath w/carport,
central h/a, appliances furnished, $475/mo, lyr
lease, 1 rho deposit. 7532905 or 753-7536
2BR, 2 bath Duplex. 1303
Valley
$475/
Wood
month. 759-4406.

Energetic person needed for Growing
company. Retail experience preferred.

AU'

BENEFITS INCLUDE:
Competitive Salary, bonuses,
insurance, paid vacation, generous
store discounts, contests and advance-

Tracy

ment opportunities.
APPLY IN PERSON AT:
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center

ii

Or Call
1-888-399-SHOE

HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGER
Murray, Ky. division of a Fortune 200
Company has a hands on opportunity for a
human resource manager with the following
minimum qualifications: BS/BA Degree in
business management or related field with 5
years experience in human resource. Must have
labor relations experience, strong communication, training and coaching skills, strong management/supervisory skills, strong analytical
and problem solving skills and knowledge of
local, state and federal health and employment
laws/regulations. Resumes including salary
history to:

II

Ryan Foods
P.O. Box 1175
Murray, KY 42071
Attn: Human Resources
EOE/AAP

r
•
'
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2BR, 1 bath brick duplex
Garage with opener Dishwasher, garbage disposal
& ice maker. 1450/ month,
lyr lease 492-6200
2BR, 2 bath, large newty
remodeled 1112 blocks
from MSU W/D hook up
$395 plus deposit Reference required. No pets!
753-3949 or 759-3050
after 5:30
2BR, 2 bath. Gas heat,
w/d hook-up. Dishwasher,
private street. No pets! 1yr
lease, deposit, $500/
month. 753-1623, leave
message.
28R, central gas h/a, appliances
furnished
$300Jrno Coleman RE,
753-9898
2BR, Upstairs Duplex.
520 1/2 Apt. B, Broad
Street. 753-5592.
2BR, upstairs No pets
$285, month & deposit
489-2296
3BR house, central h/a,
206 S. 12th St $650/
month. 2br house 205
South 12th. $350/ month.
2br Duplex. 209 South
11th. $310/ month.
753-3415 or 753-7123.
38R, 2 Bath downstairs. 5
miles on 121S. $400/
month +deposit. 489-2296.
ALMOST new, 1br, washer & dryer, refrigerator,
stove, dishwasher, deck,
$350/mo. 435-4015, 5592031.
AVAILABLE June 1. 2br.
apt. 1 1/2 blocks from campus.
Upstairs,
$275/
month, Plus deposit, some
pets okay. 753-4249,
leave message.
EXTRA nice 1br, 1 bath,
appliances furnished, with
w/d, central gas h/a, 1yr
lease, 1 month deposit.
753-2905.

DUPLEX, 2br, 2 bath NATIONAL
HOTEL
Fully equipped kitchen in- APARTMENTS, 1 and 2
cluding microwave Wash- bedroom apartments, paid
er and dryer, carpet and utilities, Section 8, rent
tile Yard maintenance in- based on income, for the
cluded Security deposit elderly disabled or handiand lease. No pets
capped. Call PAHC at
753-9240.
270-247-7171 for rental
application or 753-0757,
EXTRA Nice 2br, 2 bath
8 30am to 3 30pm Equal
tryplex with garage C/H/A,
Housing Opportunity
appliances furnished, 1Yr
NEAR University
lease, 1mo deposit. No
2 room furnished
pets. 759-5238
efficiency
EXTRA Nice 2br, Tri-Plex
$21Q.144M.
All appliances 1yr lease,
$100 deposit,
no pets. Cambndge Subdivision. Available June 1.
Rent $455. 435-4294
FURNISHED 1br apt Util- NEW 1 bedroom, w/d, d./w,
ities paid. No smokers or microwave, refrigerator, no
pets. 1yr lease, month de- pets, $325/mo. Call 270posit. For more info. Rog- 247-1385 or 270-247-9245
NEW lbr, stove, refrigeraers Enterprises 753-5140
FURNISHED 2br, 1 bath tor and washer/ dryer. No
Lease/ deposit.
Central gas I-4/A, Coleman pets!
$325
RE. 759-4118.
HAZEL Apartments, 1st & 2br, furnished, downtown
Center Sts, Hazel, KY is $255. 753-4937. ti-5, M-Inow taking applications for NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or 3immediate
occupancy. 4br house wwasher & dryer, furnished, new MSU
Call 492-8721 TDD#
1-800-247-2510.Equal Inquire at 1210 Main St.
753-1252 before 5pm,
Housing Opportunity.
753-0606 after 5piii
LARGE 1BR apt. with
study. Washer/ dryer, NOW taking applications
for 1, 2 & 3br apartments.
available now, 1 1/2 blocks
from campus Some pets Apply at Mur-Cal Apartments, 902 Norttivvuoa Dr
okay. $300/ month plus
Equal Housing Opportunideposit. 753-4249 Leave
ty. 759-4984. TDD# 1-800message.
247-2510
LARGE 2br, 2 bath apartRED OAKS APTS.
ment. Located on HWY 68
Special
between Jonathan Creek
$100 Deposit
and Aurora, near Kentucky
1BR From $280
Lake. Appliances furnish2BR From $325
ed $450. a month. Call
Call Today!
474-2774 or 354-8824
753-8668.
SECOND
Floor ApartLIKE new 2br Duplex with
garage
1706 Oakhill. ment. Very large uedroom
& living room Heat & wa$6001 month
2BR with carport. 710 Syc- ter furnished. Alot of closet
space. Cable T.V. Walking
amore. $4501 month.
distance to hospital and
753-7457.
downtown industry $325 a
month. First & deposit.
753-9211 or 759-6000

Tickets. Accidents. DUI?
No Prior Insurance?
Proof of Insurance Issued Instantly

Call (270) 759-3700
407 Maple Street
(South side of Court Square in

Murray)

Come by & see our shouroom today'
30 Yrs. Installation Experience
We Stand Behind Our Work

641S. I'', mi. to Tom Taylor TR right 1500 yds.

3BR, 21/2 baths, no pets
Deposit & references required. 270-926-4427.
3BR, NEW appliances.
New carpet In town. No
pets' Lease/ Deposit.
$485. 753-4937 8-5, M-F.

DUPLEX
Located
on
Johnny Robertson Road 3
bedrooms for each side
Approx 1675sq ft living
space each plus garage
753-4573

11 TRACTS OF LAND
991 LEXUS LS400. Bur7-12 Acres per tract Prop- gundy with tan leather inerty located off of Hwy 94E terior. Very good condition,
onto Hwy 1551, Old Shiloh 151,xxx miles $11,800
Rd, Redbud Lane & pro- 492-6200.
posed new Hwy 80 For 1993 MAZDA Protege.
DUPLEX
Located
on more information please 4dr, 5spd, gold Price
view property, review post- $3000 Call 753-5500 beJohnny Robertson Road
2br and approx 1384sq ft ed data, then please call
fore 500, after 5 00 leave
502-441-2253.
living space, each side
messa
0732
Plus garage Call
33 WOODED Acres, over753-4573
looking beautiful pasture &
ITS LOVE AT FIRST creek $49,500, Terms
1996 HONDA Accord V-6,
SIGHT when you see this 753-9302
large duplex. Pnce drasti- 5 2 ACRES on 121 south, Champagne, 37K, AT, all
pwr, pwr sunroof & moon
woods, nice place for
cally reduced on this great
investment property Over buildings or mobile homes roof combo Excellent con2000 square feet including Reduced to $6750 Terms, dition Call
1-270-382-2678
753-4984
garages Each large side
13'X27 STORAGE build1996 MAZDA 626 LX
has two huge bedrooms.
ing with 10'x10' overhead
Loaded
Sacrifice
at
two baths, large kitchen
door. More info. Rogers
$9,750 753-0791
with bay window, laundry
Enterprises 753-514U
Special'
area, and den Most appli- 12 ACRE Lot, 28x60 3br. MECHANIC'S
C-STORAGE
ances are included. Du- 2-bath home, horse barn, 1984 Escort. 4 door hatchback 4 spd. P/S. rebuilt
10x15 storage units, 4th St plex must go Willing to tobacco barn.
7 miles
engine, good tires &
& Sycamore E Next to negotiate. Come see it to- South of Farmington
12
Cunningham Auto Repair
day or stop uy the Open miles West of Murray brakes. 128K $500 Call
436-5040.
753-3571
House this Sunday from 3- $80,000. 345-2270
CREEKVIEW
5 at 1413 Michelle Dr or 2,3 BR house, near univerSelf-storage - warehouses call 753-6199 fur an
ap- sity. New bath. new art,
on Center Drive behind pointment or more into.
new windows. redecoratShoney's $20-$40/mo
KOPPERUD Realty has ed, $50,000's. 753-1040
1987/ G20 Chevy conver
759-4081
buyers waiting to purchase 2BR. 2 bath, located near sion high-top New engine
homes- all price ranges If hospital,
professionally dual air, loaded, dark blue
Neon Beach
you are thinking of selling decorated, original hard- silver striping, Golden oak
Mini-Storage contact one of our courte- wood floors, stove, refrig- interior. Extra nice. $3875.
ous
and
professional erator w/d included. cus- 502-753-8585 All oize Units
agents at 753-1222 or stop tom European shades, 1997 DODGE Conversion
Available
by our oftç at 711 Main.
nice lot Owner relocation
Van 22,000 miles Ex
RENTAL Property under Must sell, $56,000 759- tended warranty $18.750
753-4369
construction Deep dis- 4325 or 436-2220
count from appraisal value 3 or 4BR, 2 bath, C/H/A. 3
for do it yourself comple- tier deck/ gazebo, large
tion. Attractive owner unit lot, 2 car garage. In town
DOG obedience classes o
plus 3 rentals, separate pnced in $80's. 759-0567.
private Serving Murray 17 utilities Good Location 3BR, 1 Bath, brick with 1995 RANGER. Super cab
years. 436-2858
near Murray Hospital Call carport. Just outside of city XLT. 37,xxx miles Like
new, air, cruise, 5spd.
limits. Mid $60's.
FREE Puppies Part Cock- 1 -800-294-6442
Bedliner. $8,900 obo.
753-7542.
ei Spaniel 753-4595
SUBDIVISION For Sale
3BR. 11/2 bath, large kitch- 753-4191.
11 lots
5 Acre lot for sale with a en, almost one acre
well. Call 767-9098, ask $73,000. 759-1719
3BR, 2 bath, c/h/a, appli1993
16ft Ponderosa for Diana.
ances. w/d included. Good 1988 35ft Camper with
VERY
nice,
well
maingooseneck stock trailer.
location, less than a year 10x30 screen room LocatPair of ponies Harness & tained 4 unit town house
old. 767-9205
2br, 1 1/2 bath each. Brick
ed at Lakeview RV Resort
rubbet tired wagon
excellent iotation Applian- 3BR, C/H/A. Coleman RE 512,500 270-436: 371
"53-076f.,
VERY Nice 2br brick du
ces furnished, $210,000 759-4118.
plex. 902 Southwood
753-2905
ANXIOUS Owners Ready
Dnve. C/H/A, carport with
to build, Say Sell 3br bestorage. Yard work providtween Murray & Mayfield
ed. No pets, $450/ month
Lovely decor, landscaping. 12' ALUMINUM semi-v
plus deposit. 753 7618.
new roof too. Call Laura trolling motor, battery, 0th
VERY nice 2br, 11/2 bath
RED WATER ESTATES- Thronton of Coldwell er accessories
$500 obo
Townhouse, appliances
Waterfront and water-view Banker. 753-1651 or
Call 762-3934 or
Dexter - Hardin
furnished with w/d, central
lots at realistic prices! 436-2506
436-2035
gas h/a, $500, 1month deDocks permittable, paved BY Owner: Newly redecoUMW In Activities
posit, 1yr lease. No pets
roads, electrical service rated 4br, brick home. Full 15' FIBERGLASS, 18hp
New
Bldg. Old Hwy.
753-2905.
and wells in place. Locat- basement, C/H/A. 3 miles Evenrude, trailer
VERY roomy 2br, 2 bath
ed on main take in beauti- from KY Lake on Hwy 94 tires/ wiring carpet, trolling
641 Between
duplex w/garage, applianfully developing restricted Sitting on 3 acres land motor, depth finder. Coated anchor, life preservers,
Dexter & Hardin
ces furnished, central gas
neighborhood. Will sell as Call 270-767-9750.
paddle. $735. 753-8585
h/a, 1yr lease, 1 mo. delots on small acreage for
CAPE COD Home built in 1991 Laser bass boat, 18ft
posit. No pets. 753-2905
homesites. Call for com1994, this home features Mariner. Stainless 4 blade
plete pace lists and plats.
hardwood in the kitchen prop. 12/24 motor guided
Kopperud Realty, 753and dining room, jacuzzi, trolling motor. Fully equip1222. MLS 3001295.
separate heat/ air systems ped 57000. obo Call
BEDROOM in pleasant
for each level. 3 or 4br, 3 753-6895.
home. Share large living
full baths, large deck and 2 NEW condition, 2 man
room, kitchen, & bath, w/d.
car garage. Horses graz- fishing boat, padded seats.
cable tv. Walk to Hospital EXCELLENT
Location
ing along back lot, house depth finder and new 60It
or down town industry
Brick, 2br, 1 bath Duplex 1-10 ACRES. Startin
located in great neighbor- thrust MinnKota trolling
$170 utilities included Appliances
furnished $3.500 per acre Call
hood. $129,900. Please motor, $875 Call 759767-0035
753-9211 or 759-6000.
$105,000 753-2905
call 753-3415 or 753-4282 4272
for showing.
FARMINGTON
School
District Elegant 7 room
older home recently re
A-1 Al A Tree Service,
modeled Apprx. 1 acre lot
removal,
tree
on Hwy 121. Call for more Stump
spraying, leaf
raking,
details 270-345-2743.
1BR appliances furnished
GATESBOROUGH Subdi- hedge trimming, landscapno pets, deposit. 753-0728
Fine Furnishings at "Ecerrdav" Discount Prices.
vision; 2400sq. ft. under ing. mulch hauling & mulch
after 4pm.
-Norwalk -Stanley -Hooker •
roof.
3 bedroom. 2 bath, spreading. gutter cleaning.
2, 3 & 4BR houses. lease
-Kimball -Universal -Broyhill
living room, dining room, Licensed & insured Full
& deposit required
Pulaski -Restonic -Basset -Kesler
family room with fireplace line of equipment Free es753-4109
/1.,.,.1
I
11.
insert Large kitchen, sun- timates. Tim Lamb,
2BR HOUSE on South
436-5744,
room,
patio. 2 car garage
13th. References. Availa1-800-548-5262.
and
storage
shed
New
ble June 10th 753-9235.
furnace, roof, kitchen and A-1 Tree Professionals.
2BR, 1 bath, stove & rebathroom counters: new Stump
removal, tree
frigerator furnished. w/d
stove and dishwasher Lot spraying. Serving Murray,
hookup, electrice heat,
offers privacy and shade Calloway Co since 1980
fenced yard, $300/mo. Call
trees. Ready to move in. Free estimates. 437-3044
753-2905.
5108.500 Shown by ap- or 492-8737
2BR, 1 bath. Gas heat.
pointment Ph 753-0323
Stove/ refrigerator FurHOME For Sale 4BR, 21 2 AB Building custom
nished, $350 per month,
bath,
brick,
tri-level. decks fencing, garages,
plus deposit. 753-9826.
carports, hardwood floors.
2600sq
ft
Great
location
in
3-4BR, 2 bath. Large
town
$116.0130
1615 Car- Installed & finished All reLiving Room, carport Near
pairs. Quality workmandinal.
Call
753-2052
or
MSU. Dishwasher. w/d
ship. 753-9308 or
759-8354
hook up. 108N 7th Street
MANY Updates- Beautiful- 753-7860_
$500/ month. $500/ deposADAM'S HOME
ly
decorated 3br. 1 bath
it. Call 489-6108
IMPROVMENTS
home, near university
BRICK Home, 2br Office.
First time on market A Competive Prices. Painting, Remodeling. Repairs.
11/2 baths, utility room.
must see Mid $70's.
etc_ No Job Too Small_
large attached garage. pri759-4935
vacy fence, secunty sysMUST Seel 4br, 2 bath on (270)492-6267.
tem professionally deco57 acres 1800sq ft
rated, new carpet Stove.
$77,500 Call 767-9871
refrigerator, dishwasher
garbage disposal, new
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071
C/H/A, large back patio
$300/
deposit. $575/
1984 HONDA Big Red
502-753-8556
month References are reShaft & Reverse $850
quired 1215 Melrose Cali
I'DD 1-800-545-1833-EXT 283
753.4369
759-1987
1994 YAMAHA Warrior,
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
good conditioh $2300
-Central Heat and Air
489-2728
Accepting Applications

502-759-8662 or
502-759-2422
415 S. 4th St

Your Hometown Insurance Source"

AUTO • HOME • BUSINESS • BONDS
104 N. 4th Street • Murray
i next door to Murray Shoe Repair

http://members.xoom.com/mckinneyins/

TURNING AGE 65?
PLEASE give us a call for a rate quote on
your Medicare Supplement Policy. These
policies are now written in 10 standard plans
Arid we write all 10. Also at age 65 to 6572,
auxuding to Federal Law,they are all guaranteed issue regardless o/ heatth.
As all plans are EXACTLY ALIKE, your
consideration now should be:
1. Price 2. Company stability. 3 Service.
We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+ rated"
companies to give you the best possible rates
and service. We may be able to save you
several hundred dollars per year. We have
beer serving West Ky. for over 30 years and
would like to be your Agent.

905 Sycamore
Murray, KY 753-4199
Nationwld• toll free:
1-800-455-4199

WHOLESALE
STORAGE SHEDS
502-474-8704
I Buildings are assembled on site
;

Your choice of brown or charcoal black sin-

I

gles All exterior wood is weathered treated

;

Sizes, Options and prices upon request

ITERMS: Paid in full upon completion
. .Prices are
subject to change without notice' '

Weed & Insect Leaf Removal Lawn Cleanup
Control
Lawn
Bed Mulching
Mowir.g

Fertilizing

Renovation
Shrub Trimming
Over Seeding

753-3853

Recipe For A Beautiful Home....

compute, Revini.

Residential or Commercial
Carpet, vinyl, tile,
laminated floors &
hardwood floors installed.
"Satisfaction
Guaranteed"

The Perfect Lawn Service For A Beautiful Lawn

for houses, barns & sheds. Metal
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.
Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

1-800-909-9064

1996 Daytona Pro-Street New HarleyDavidson power plant, Kenny Boyce
frame. total custom bike. $15,900.

Call 753-6669

NEW HOME BY OWNER
3 BR, 2 baths, 1.944 sq. ft.
641 North of Murray, 7 miles
437-4568 For Information
$109.500.00

FOR SALE BY OWNER
& E acres. 6089 Airport Road, 3 BR, 2.5
Ba . 2,500+ sq ft. open floor plan, 2 Story great
room w/french door. FP w/gas logs, custom
drapes, ceramic tile baths, kitchen island
w/Jenn-Air cooktop, microwave/oven combo,
d/w. central gas heat & air, 6" exterior walls.
Pella windows, finished bonus room, 2 car
garage, 10x16 storage building. REDUCED S189.000 489-2346.

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apaiiments

Office Hours 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 5 p.m.
Nice brick farm housL
on 121 So & Old
Murray Pans Road
or 4 bedloom. liiny
room, large
at in
kitchen, utility room, I
bath, propane ga‘ furnace heat. 2 car garage
& workshop $450 On
per month plus deposit
Call 753-4566
between
9 a.m. & 5 p.m.
ask for Nell for
rental applo

Need Furniture? Bedding?
For the best possible prices with
FREE delivery and setup go to

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Sat.. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
With 12. 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566

1978 FORD LTD only
31xxx miles Must See'
502-753-5561
1984 NISSAN $700 Runs
great 436-5710
1987 OLDSMOBILE Ninety Eight Regency Brougham "Look Me Over
502-759-1610
1988 LINCOLN Continental, excellent condition
502-759-1610
1989 PONTIAC Sunbtrd
Maroon, 2 door, spoiler
Need to sell! $2000 obo
Call 759-5936

POULTRY FARM FOR SALE
11 acres located south of Paducah in the Freemont/Hickory
area. Two breeder houses with the possibility of,a Seaboard
Farms Contract. Excellent opportunity to enter business.
Sealed bids will be accepted by The Citizens Bank of
Hickman on or before June 21. 1999 at PO Box 268,
Hickman. KY 42050. Owner reserves the right to refuse any
and all hid

-
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

630

$49

Wood
lectronics, Inc.
753-0530

18" Satellite
FREE to PRIMESTAR
Systems
Customers!!
Dish Network

d'sh

OR

RECTV

Diree'TV
Install kits 820

www.woodsatellite.com

AFFORDABLE all around
hauling, tree work, gutter
cleaning, cleaning out
sheds, & Junk clean-up
436-2867
ALL Carpentry Service
From Foundation to
Finish
18Yrs experience
New Construction • Remodeling• Repairs• Custom Cabinets. Concrete
Work AGC Certified
435-4272

NO CREDIT? BAD CREDIT? BANKRUPTCIES?
YOU COULD BE DRIVING THE CAR OF
YOUR DREAMS WITHIN MINUTES OF
CALLING THE AUTO LOAN PHONE!

We comply with all the new city building codes.
We also specialize in construction of lake homes,

large or small.

Bruce green
Blair:rig Contractor, Inc.

(502)7534043

ries.

Dish Network & Direct TV
Satellite Systems, Sales,
Service and Installation
Beasley's Antenna
& Satellite,
500 N. 4th St, Murray, KY
502-759-0901.

ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
•
woodworking. 753-8056
ABC
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE AND PARTS
PROFESSIONAL
JKL
M4•10
GHI
DEPENDABLE.
502-767-9552.
APPLIANCE REPAIR
Tl \
PQRS
All brands. Kenmore. 30+
years experience BOBBY
HOPPER, 436-5848.
(JPE R
BACKHOE SERVICE
ROY HILL. Septic system,
drive-ways, hauling, foundations, etc. 436-2113.
CALL TOLL FREE
BLUE Grass Lawn Service
Free estimates. Lawn
PHONE
mowing. weed eating,
trimming, new
hedge
www.bestcarloans.getayes.com
equipment, insured.
1-888-327-8937
7 Minute Approval
856-4027.
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for
•tj,
motor home. boats, RVs
and etc Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 436-2113
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
HOME REPAIR
COLSON
WOODWORKING
CUSTOM
Additions, garages, decks.
All Types of:
remodeling, vinyl siding
20Yrs experience
Custom Woodworking
753-5592
&
CONCRETE finishing
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
Sidewalks, patios, dnveDrop by and see our showroom
ways Free Estimates
. 409 SUNBURY - MURRAY (Behind Bunny Bread)
----\\\
753-5940
435-4619
.-4...-,11111116to CUSTOM bulldozing &
.
6iN2-....mt4filit
backhoe work, septic systems, 354-8161 after 4pm,
Horace Sholar
CUSTOM CLOSET ORGANIZERS by LeeRowan
Epoxy covered wire shelving Free estimates
Professionally installed by
Intenor Solutions
Edward Peery.
502-753-4499
CUSTOM tractor work
Please call Paul for
Garden tilling, bush hogfree estimate at
ging, small iobs. Grader
blade work. Free estimates. Gerald Carroll 4926159.
D&D ROOFING
Call us for all of your roofing needs. 436-2613.

FREE!

2

7

building contractor with blueprints & specifications
we can give you a contract pnce before we stall. If
you are undecided we work on a cost plus basis.

Including
ANTENNAS
RV's, TV Towers, rotors.
amplifiers, and accesso-

AUTO CREDIT EASY
1

Now is A Great lime to Build
If you are looking for quality we want to be your

8

9

6

#

TOTALLY
CONFIDENTIAL
HASSLE
FREE

502-436-5744
1-800-548-5262
LICENSED 6__INSURED
Free Estimating
24 Hr. Service
Hedge Trimming
Tree Spraying
Tree & Stump
Removal

Tree Trimming
Cleanup Service
Full Line of
Equipment
"Quality Service"

1 -888-FAST YES

S

M & T Painting

Now scheduling for summer
work. Will also spray patio
furniture & misc.

270-7594979

Auto Loans

Wheeler McClain Ford can arrange financing
if you have been turned
down before. Loans avail- ailpiir
able for 1st time buyers,
bad credit. repo's or bankruptcy
Call Kenny at
(502) 247-9300 or (800)874-0256

Inc.
Wheeler-McClain
Mayfield
247-9300
.S. Highway
4.5 South

I-800-874-0256

Kentucky

LICENSED
INSURED
Paul Lamb is no longer operating as

Lamb Bros. Tree Service
and has established a new
company name

Paul Lamb's
Tree Service
Serving the Murray area since 1990.

• Free Estimates • 24 Hr. Service
• Hedge Trimming •11-ee Trimming
• Tree & Stump Removal
• Cleanup Service
• Full Line ofEquipment

502-436-2269
1-800-821-6907

GETIOSOLD
Business On A Budget?
SAVE $195 with this 2x2
consistency ad in classifieds every
day for a month - including
Shopper for only $205.
Call 753-1916 For Details

DAVID'S Cleaning Services. "Cleaning" vinyl siding, homes, mobile homes.
boats, brick driveways.
parking lots, all exterior
cleaning, acid cleaning
available. David Borders,
Insured, Completely Mobile. Phone 502-759-4734
Cellular 502-853-1108.

MICHAEL'S HANDYMAN
SERVICE
CAN DO IT ALL!
Professional Painting (indoor & outdoor)
Plumbing,
carpentry work (decks,
floors, roofs, remodeling,
room additions, home improvements) Underpinning, Landscaping, Pressure Washing References
available. Free Estimates
901-644-2599 or 901-7826170. 901-644-3394
POBOY'S Lawn Mowing
Call 759-4659.
ROOFING, Painting &
Handyman 30 years experience_ 474-0107.
SILK flower arrangements
for weddings etc. Call Katie at 270-436-2347.
SMALL engine repair
Mowers for sale
753-0260.
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal. Insured with full
line of equipment Free estimates Day or night,
753-5484.
TRAVIS ASPHALT
SEALING.
Dnveway Sealing
FREE ESTIMATES!
Call Travis at
753-2279
TUCKER LAWN CARE

By Pi

We Have the Car,Truck or
Sport Utility Vehicle That
is Just Right for You!

DE.
that I
uncle]
with r
conce
sure t
DE,
Altho
menti
topes
brief
impoi
vides.

1999 Jeep Wrangler Sport

Nor
meth.
Perha
out th
doctoi
under
ation
doctoi

Stock #99071

logic truly r
need

*Heavy duty gas shocks
•Anti-spin duff.
'AM/FM cassette w/sound
bar
•Full size spare
*Tilt Wheel

.41 0 L 5 Sp or auto
your choice
•A/C
•PS/PB
•30" tires
•A)um wheels

involv
makin
becau!
your I
decide
Mos
ing to

'18 995

Was $21,195, Now

tests.

ask. 0
is one
sion t
anothi
syrnpa
eral, y,
ry can
you an
DEA

1999 Jeep Grand Cherokee Laredo

SERVICES

iIOWAN

'S

•

Owned 5 Operated By
Tim Lamb

Beau's Spring Sale
FREE LOW-E GLASS
MASTIC'-THE NATION'S
FINEST VINYL
REPLACEMENT WINDOW S
• Energy savings
• Custom fit
• No painting
• Easy cleaning
• Lifetime frame warranty
Call for free estimates. 502-474-9877
Vinyl siding. metal roofs
patio enclosures

Say

PA Mastic CI-

HELLO TO GOOD BUYS In The Classifieds

Mowing, tnmming, leaf &
clipping removal, dethatchmg, aeration, overseeding
& fertilization, bed mulching Free Estimates.
759-9609
WALTERS Contracting
Free estimates. Guaranteed Quality Work. Licensed & Insured. Over 20
years experience. Roofing
additions, vinyl siding,
decks, remodeling. Call
753-2592.
WILL Push Mow & Weed
eat small to medium yards
435-4432.
WYANT'S Car Valet. Detail wash & wax. 753-7262

2 FREE matching rocker
recliners, gold, excellen
condition. 767-0555. 492
8464
FREE: Puppies! Part Lab
Owner says Must Go! Call
435-4178.

HOROSCOPES
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

you need to get done Ingenuity marks
your day, though you could have a difficult time getting organized Do what you

can Tuneinto your intuition. understand
HARP\ BIRTHDAY for Thursday.. June where your strengths are. There is a ten

3, 1999
Make the most of opportunities that
come your way. Don't resist or hesitate.
be receptive to different ways and styles
You enjoy the quality of your life on a far
deeper level than you had before
Detachment and understanding play big
roles in this new mind-set Travel you're likely to meet someone who acts
as a spintual teacher. Doors will open
What seemed like a pipe dream now
becomes a reality If you are 'single( you
are drawn to very unique personalities.
Learn about different cultures and customs. If attached, plan a special tnp
together. AQUARIUS often presents a

ELECTRICAL
New construction, remodradical view.
eling, or just replacing a
switch Licensed & InsurThe Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
ed. Off 753-0834
4- Positi ve.
5-Dynamic,
Have
Hm. 759-9835.
3-Average. 2-So-so. I -Difficult
ELECTRICIAN
Walters Electrical Works.
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
Electric, plumbing,
* * *** Be sure of yourself. Your
phone & T V hookup
sense of adventure comes out. Mixing
Free estimates.
business with fnendship makes work a
Licensed & Insured.
little more enjoyable nght now. Your crePhone 436-5376
ativity emerges. no matter which direc8a m.- 7p.m.
tion you go A friend knows how to
FENCING
inspire you Tonight: Where the crowds
Midway Fence Company
Chain link, & custom wood are.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20i
privacy fences, installation
arid repairs at reasonable **** Accept all the responsibilities
that land in your lap Maintain a sense of
prices Dickie Farley.
Humor. Stay current with events Your
759-1519.
mind may drift to more pleasant
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Tnmming. removal, stump thoughts! Self-discipline goes a long
grinding, firewood. Insur- way Creativity soars, you come up with
many ideas Brainstorm with co-workers
ed. 489-2839.
HANDYMAN, carpentry, Tonight: Could be a late night'
work, GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
yard
plumbing,
proches & decks. Any lob. ***** Follow inspiration Take the
high road. You might be easily distracted
Call Danny Paschall,
492-8500
by news. Joy becomes an even larger part
IF you're moving to a new ot your life Another obviously adores
location & need professio- you' Return calls Keep key information
nal & reliable movers, call hush-hush for the moment' Tonight
Brian Driscoll at 270-247- Catch a movie
6620 .After 5.30pm 753- CANCER (June 2I-July 22i
6166
* **** One-to-one relating is a

dency to go to extremes Tonight Oft to
the gym.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct 221
**** Don't let another push you too
far Flirtation and bright ideas feed off of
each other You're pleasantly distracted,
work is far from your mind' Opt for long
breaks, then escape early and enjoy yourself Everyone wants to play, dream and
relish the moment. Tonight. An extended
case of "spring fever."
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Take a family or real estate
issue into consideration. You aren't seeing things clearly, but you soon will
Listen carefully Touch base with friends
A misunderstanding may erupt as confusion reigns People want to believe what
makes them happy; let them, for now'
Tonight. Head home.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov 22-Dec 211
***** Your instincts could very
well be nght You see others more clearly than they see themselves. Visualize
what is possible A long-distance call
commands your attention Make plans to
take off in the near future You need a
break Someone at a distance shows his
caring Tonight: Having a good time.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan 191
**** Use extra caution with an
expenditure You could become extravagant, then live to regret it Stay in touch

with your financial parameters Be realistic. A partner knows how to coax you.
his canng makes you eager to please'
Tonight Indulge. but stay within your
budget
AQUARIUS 1.1an 20-Feb 18)
*** ** Others enjoy enticing you
and drawing you in their direction
Fortunately, you are up for nearly anything Your personality shines Make the
most of the moment Caring flows naturally Share a long-held dream, another
clearly responds Tonight Let your
imagination lead
PISCES (Feb 19-March 20)
**** Relax and worry less about
happening Your sense of humor
LEE'S
source of tremendous pleasure You what is
when dealing with co-workers.
emerges
could easily go overboard Listen to a
CARPET
others to express their feelings
Allow
special fnend. share your feelings. Be
Share the benefits of your understanding
CLEANING
and insight. Make time for a checkup
find
could
careful with finances You
Emergency Water
Listen to your inner voice Tonight
money slipping through your fingers
Removal. Furniture,
Vanish quickly
carefully
Check out an investment very
FREE Estimates
Tonight: Snuggle in
Call Today
BORN TODAY
LEO (July 23-Aug 22)
753-5827
Singer Curtis Mayfield (1942). game
***** Extremes mark your day
M.S. CONSTRUCTION
Another does anything and everything to show producer Chuck Barns (1929).
Specializing in Re-Roof &
your attention Let your hair down actor Scott Valentine (1958)
get
Roof Repair Free Esti•••
Networking opens doors at work
mates 4.99-6125
Carefully think through a decision
REPAIR
PLUMBING
Laughter and humor mark your interacguarSERVICE All work
Make it an early day. Popularity
tions
anteed Free estimates
THE
peaks Tonight . Out and about - strut
753-1134
your stuff'
PLUMBING
VIRGO(Aug 23-Sept 221
Repairs, fast service
*** Pace yourself Realize how much
436-5255.
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LASSIFIEDSimamsint

Stock #99281

SUMMI

that I r
a worn
will affi

*Cassette
•Rear defroster
*P. mirrors
'Floor mats
*Roof rack

*4 door
*4.0 L. six cyl.
•Auto. 0/0 trans.
•PS/PB
'A/C
•P/W, P/L, tilt & cruise

,998
Was $26,980, Now$23

1999 Jeep Cherokee Sport

Stock #99348
.4 Dr.
*4.0 L. six cyl.
*Auto. 0/0
•P/VV, P/L, tilt & cruise
•A/C, P/S, P/B
'Premium cloth seats

*Keyless entry
•P mirrors
Rear wiper/washer
'
'Floor mats
*Roof rack

1 8,986
'

Was $21,550, Now

1999 Dodge Intrepid
CA

•A/C, PNV, P/L, tilt & cruise
'Cassette
'Floor mats

•4 door
*Bucket or bench seat available
•V-6, auto. O/D

'1 8,495

Was $20,515, Now

1999 Dodge Neon Coupe
Stock #99293

*Cloth seats
*Rear defroster

*Auto
•A/C, P/S, P/B
•AM/FM stereo w/clock

'1 0,995

Was $13,835, Now

1999 Dodge 1500 Club
Cab SLT

GA

REM
AN E
AN I

Ask About Farm
Bureau or
Commercial
Discounts
•V-8 auto GD
*PAN, P/L, tilt & cruise
*Cassette
•Alum wheels

•40/20/40 premiuim cloth seats
*Carpet
*Chrome bumper/grill

,986

Was $23,220, Now $20

5OR
THAT
THE I

All rebates deducted Taxes extra

or Truck Company.
"Whatever it Takes, We Want To Be Your Car

IN

- eY el
c124-11P'69Pt/
2400 E. Wood St.• Pans
642-5661 • 1-800-748-8816
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DEAR HEADER: Short, high-dose
DEAR ABBY: After reading the
therapy with steroids (cortisone) will
letter from "Still Steaming in S.F.,"
affect neither fertility nor your overall
I have to wonder what kind of a
health. Patients get into trouble from
man "John" is to have allowed his
chronic, long-term treatment.
fiancee to be publicly snubbed at his
Cortisone ( prednisone and others)
law partner's dinner party.
given for a few days invariably helps
"Steaming" should think twice
to heal the acute dermatitis of poison
about marrying someone who would
ivy or any serious skin allergy. In such
do nothing in a situation of this
cases, the trivial complications of corsort, and if she does decide to go
tisone are more than counter-balthrough with it, she should exclude
anced by the benefits.
the law partner and his wife from
DEAR DR. GOTT What do you
the wedding. If she does relent and
think of mixing lard and butter togethinvite them, the invitation should
er, serving them with grits or rubbing
be addressed to the husband only.
Abby, a marriage should and
them on biscuits?
must come before any business
DEAR READER: I don't think much
arrangement. If it doesn't, beware
of the idea, although I know that it is
the future. It will be filled with simfairly standard procedure in certain
ilar "snubs" and a husband who sacparts of the South. Both lard (conrifices his life partner's feelings in
gealed animal fat) and butter are rich
favor of his working partners'.
in cholesterol. Therefore anybody who
BEEN THERE
gives a dang about heart disease
ought to avoid the combination you
DEAR BEEN THERE: Almention To give you related informathough the fiance could have
tion, I am sending you a copy of my
been more sensitive to the
Health Report "Understanding
Cholesterol." Other readers who treatment "Steaming" was
receiving, rm not sure the inciwould like a copy should send $2.00
dent
is a dire preview of her
plus a long, self-addressed, stamped
envelope to P.O. Box 2017, Murray Hill future with the man. The hostess showed appalling bad manStation, New York, NY 10156. Be sure
ners. However, I do not agree
to mention the title.
that "Steaming" should stoop to
e 1999 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN
the same level by excluding the
couple from the guest list, or by
improperly addressing their
invitation. Read on:

DEAR ABBY: I agree with your
advice to "Still Steaming in S.F.,"
who was publicly snubbed by the
wife of her husband's business partner. I had a similar experience.
The social event at which I was
snubbed eight years ago was a lovely outdoor wedding shower that was
being held for my fiance and me.
The "snubber" fancied herself to be
a major mover in local political circles. She was not even on the list of
suggested guests we had given the
hostess. She was a good friend of
the host and hostess, and my fiance
was casually acquainted with her.
When he attempted to introduce me
to this woman, she was extremely
rude and acted as if I were invisible.
I was shocked and embarrassed.
I later learned that during my
fiance's bachelorhood, this woman
had tried repeatedly — but unsuccessfully — to fix him up with her
various girlfriends. I now realize
that the snub had nothing to do
with me — and everything to do
with her frustration at failing 'a her
matchmaking efforts. Sht_ was
being a poor loser. "Steaming"
might very well find a similar history between her husband-to-be and
the law partner's wife.
SNUBBED AND HAPPY
IN ST. PAUL

Ten years ago
Alan Spencer, freshman, both from
Alan Bazzell. Shannon McCuis- Murray High School won the sinton, Tim Armstrong, Holly Cher- gles championship in the Region
ry, Stephen Lovett, Rhoda Jones, al Tennis Tournament at Murray
Patrick Om Deanna Fan-is, John- State University.
ny White, Kimberly Lough, Angela
Forty years ago
Herndon, Erica Muskgrow, JohnDr. Frank Rose. president of
ny Ahart, Shane Black, Victoria the University of Alabama, spoke
Herndon, Thenia Young, Nathan about "Education In the Space
Clark, Gary Roberson, Tina Bar- Age" at the commencement exerrow, Karen Dale and Laura Jones cises at Murray State College last
are superlatives of the 1989 sen- night.
ior class of Calloway County High
Homer L. Hall of Murray has
School.
been assigned to Company D, 10th
Births reported include a girl Battalion, 2nd Training Regiment
to Dr. and Mrs. Ricky Canty, May at Fort Jackson, S.C., for eight
9; a boy to Tracy and Bruce weeks of basic combat training
.
Grooms, May 26.
Mrs. W.P. Roberts, Mrs. J.D.
Twenty years ago
Peterson, Mrs. Luther Robertson,
Gena Lovett, Allison Wallace, Mrs. W.Z. Carter. Mrs. E.S. FerChuck Williams, Doug Moore and guson, Mrs. Albert Lassiter and
Mrs.
Carroll Edwards with Lynn Beat- Henry
Elliott are new officers of
ty and Jana Bell as alternates were the J.N.
Williams Chapter of the
chosen to represent Calloway Coun- United
Daughters of the Confedty at the Kentucky Youth Semi- eracy.
nar in Lexington June 18-20.
Fifty years ago
Deborah Sue Teague and Jerry
W.B. Moser and Solon ShackLee Lassiter were married May 5
elford, members of the Murray
at Coles Camp Ground United
Lions Club, will attend the state
Methodist Church.
Lions club convention in NorthMr. and Mrs. Norman McGee
ern Kentucky June 4-6.
DEAR SNUBBED AND were married 50 years May 31.
Capt. Ernest Jones, son of Mr.
HAPPY: Indeed she might. It's
Thirty years ago
and Mrs. Commodore Jones of Muralso possible that the law partTom Turner, John Keene,
ray, is serving at the Army Air
DEAR ABBY: I have the perfect ner's wife was herself attracted
solution for "Steaming in S.F." Of to the woman's fiance. Howev- William Boyd and Arlie Scott are Force base at Dayton, Ohio.
course she must invite that dreadful er, that's no excuse. It is the new officers of the Murray KiwaBirths reported include a boy
woman to the wedding! Her hus- duty of the hostess to make sure nis Club,
to Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Wayne
Alvis Graves Sanders, 23, died
band's career will be the casualty if all her guests enjoy themselves.
she doesn't. However, she can get Not only did she fail at that, she this morning at Murray-Calloway Hardie and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
some revenge in a subtle yet satisfy- behaved so badly other guests County Hospital from injuries sus- Ray Boatwright, May 26; a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. William C. Jones,
ing manner if she's having a sit- commented on it. That's hardly tained in a three-c
ar accident yesdown dinner at the reception.
May 27; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
a social triumph.
terday morning.
At every wedding, there's one
William Schroader, May 28.
Kathy Rowlett, sophomore, and
table where the hostess seats those
guests who just don't seem to fit in
with the others. Usually, at least
one of the people at this table is a
distant relative who never shuts up
By The Associated Press
and has an opinion about everyToday
is Wednesday. June 2.
West led a spade, giving declarer
thing. Seat "Mrs. X" next to this North dealer.
the 153rd day of 1999. There are
NorthSouth
vulner
able
an opportunity for a bit of chicaguest. Maybe she'll even leave
Ice Cream Co.
NORTH
early!
nery. At the table where the bid- 212 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
•
K
7
NOBODY'S VICTIM ANYMORE,
ding went as shown, South knew
Watch For Us In Your
On
June 2, 1924, Congress grantV
A
J
54
where
the
ATLAN
missing high cards were
TA
Neighborhood!
•A 9 3
located, thanks to East's takeout ed U.S. citizenship to all Ameri+Q 7 5 2
DEAR NOBODY'S VICTIM:
can Indians.
double on the second round.
WEST
Spoken like a true veteran of
EAST
On this date:
Declarer won the spade lead
Q J82
with the ace and drew trumps in
In 1851, Maine became the first
the social scene.
V 10 6
two rounds. He then crossed to the state to enact a law prohibiting
* K 10 5 4
king of spades and led the deuce of alcohol.
4AK9
clubs toward his hand!
In 1886, President Cleveland
SOUTH
This placed East squarely on married Frances
Folsom in a White
•A4
the horns of a dilemma. If South
House
ceremo
ny.
VKQ873
had the singleton or doubleton jack
In 1897, responding to rumors
•Q J 7
of clubs, playing low would cost a
that
he was dead. Mark Twain,
+843
trick — an important consideration
The bidding:
at matchpoint scoring. After much 61, was quoted by the New York
North
East
South Wes
soul-searching, East decided to go Journal as saying from London:
1+
Pass
1,
Pas
up with the king, and from this "The report of my death was an
2V
Dble
4V
point on he was a dead duck.
• exaggeration."
Opening lead — ten of spades.
In practice, East returned a
In 1941, baseball's "Iron Horse."
diamond to declarer's queen, Lou Gehrig, died in New York of
There are times when declarer whereupon South played
the ace a degenerative
disease, amyotrophic
can lure an opponent into a mis- and another diamond,
putting East
lateral sclerosis.
take by taking advantage of the back on lead. East had to
return a
fact that the defenders cannot see spade or diamond — yieldin
In 1946, the Italian monarchy
g a ruffthrough the backs of his cards. and-discard — or cash the
was
abolished in favor of a repubace of
Today's deal from a pairs tourna- clubs. Whatever he chose
to do, lic.
ment provides a case in point.
declarer could not lose more than
In 1953, Queen Elizabeth II of
At virtually all tables, South two clubs and a fliamond, and
I 014 140r7
PERFECT BONES ARE
the Britain was crowned in Westminwound up as declarer in four hearts. contract was home.
PEOPLE LOVE
DEPREssiNci! PEOPLE WAkIT
ster Abbey, 16 months after the
When
WORSE
West led the jack of clubs or
YOU
LOOK
IN
SEE INC, sOmEI
Note that East would have done death of her father. King George
11) SEE SOMEONE WITH
a
diamon
d,the contract invariably no better by returning a club or a
A SUJIMSWT, THE
ON* wtiO woKs LESS WILLPOWER THAN TM
VIwent down one, with the defend- spade after rising with the
WoRs€ IA) A
BETTER YOU'LL MAKE
HAVE . SOMEONE WHO MAKES
club
ers
collect
SWIMSUIT THAN THEM LOOK FABULOUS 8Y
ing three clubs and a king. Once he fell into South's
One year ago: Voters in CaliEVERYONE FEEC!!
THEY DO!
diamond.
COMPARISON !
trap, all roads led to 10 tricks for fornia passed Proposition 227.
At several tables, however, declarer.
which effectively abolished the
state's
30-year-old bilingual eduTomorrow: Not all equals are equal
cation program by requiring that
01999 King Features Syndicate Inc
all children be taught in English.
Monica Lewinsky hired a new
defense team, Jacob Stein and
Plato Cacheris, replacing William
H. Ginsburg as her lead attorney.

DEAR DR. GOTT: My doctor insists
that I have a thallium stress test. I
understand that I must be injected
with radioactive maitrial. Should I be
concerned about unnecessary exposure to radiation'?
DEAR READER: Yes, you should_
Although the type of stress test you
mention does require radioactive isotopes, the amount is small and the
brief exposure may well be justified by
important information the test provides,
Nonetheless, there may be other
methods to investigate your heart.
Perhaps a standard stress test, without thallium, would suffice. Ask your
doctor. I advise patients who may be
understandably concerned about radiation exposure to request that their
doctors convince them — with sound
logic -- if X-ray or isotope exams are
truly necessary. I believe that patients
need to be informed in order to
involve themselves in the decisionmaking. Don't leave it up to the doctor
because he or she "knows more," It's
your body, and you have a right to
decide how it is used and tested
Most physicians are more than willing to explain why they want special
tests. I'm sure yours will, too — if you
ask. On the other hand, if your doctor
is one of those let-me-make-the-decision types, consider changing to
another physician who will be more
sympathetic to your concerns. In general, you will receive more satisfactory care from a doctor who works with
you and your family as a team
DEAR DR. GOTT: About once every
summer. I get such severe poison ivy
that I must take steroids for relief. I am
a woman and wonder if these steroids
will affect my ability to have children.

r

1t4 FAcr, THE

Tis LApy RAISED ME)
my
FAMILy KNoW
WHERE I AM.
seSIDES, I
WANTE0 To
SEE )0U,
SO,

REMEMBER,KIPS, FIGS ARE
AN EXCELLENT 5OURCE OF
AN IMPORTANT NUTRIENT

RA1SEO yoUV I
147- YOU WERE ibo iituy
.
RAtSING-TrIE DEVIL
To BE RAISED FPI
ANY(300Y 1-)00 JOST
SORT OF RAISEp
WORSEL F!

EXcEFT FOR THE
HAIR AW,THOSE-AiAR.IL
&ASSES- you'RE NOT
POING-Too BAP A .3-06
OF IT.

OCCASIONALLY I PUT THE
HUMOR ASIDE ANP' VO
PART FOR EPUCATION

Islands
whirlwind
Ryan's
daughter
Dramatic
conflict
Sportscaster
Cross
— of the
crop
Harvest
goddess
Old name for
Thailand
Tim or Steve
Daphne —
Maurer
Natural
ability
Make
possible
me
alone,
Make —
(logical)

1 Laura and
Bruce
6 Subtle
sarcasm
11 Buy back
12 Some
military
forces
14 — garde
15 Of sheep
17 Many (2
wds )
18 Tennis stroke
20 Put on guard
22 Large bird
23 The
sweetsop
25 Colorado
park
27 Article
28 Isaac
Bashevis
Singer short
story
30 Tipping
32 Invent
34 Styptic
35 A Jackson
38 Flat-bladed
tool
41 Faeroe
1

2

13

Indicate
Mr Hams
Old make of
car
4 Leningrad s
4

10
Elle
i2

14

di

MI "
mi

al

ii a mi... mil
mii d
ill
a
illiiiiAa
lad
Ill II
a
di II
a
di rd
IU
M illisMI di il•
IN ill
ill
ii

THAT'S THE WORST
EXCUSE I'VE EVER
HEARD'
.

13

15
iii

18

WHEN THE SUN REFLECTS
OFF THE BRIGHT YELLOW
DANDELIONS I CANT
SEE THE BALL..

nver
5 Facial
expression
6 Indisposition
to action
7 Sun god
8 Eggs
9 River in Africa
10 Naval petty
officer

5

11

SORRY I MISSED
THAT BALL,MANAGER
THE DANDELIONS 60T
IN MY EYES.

N B A
ULUA
RIA T I ON
AR I OSO
S LEPT
EDITS
ESTE
T IOS
NON
OCEAN
EKE
TIPHR
IM
A
FAR ER
I NS
GAJ L
SAID
B ALLS
PLIES
CHEATS OT I OSE
D E AR
NTH
ACNE
E MMY
ARM
DYER

59

dill

11 Type of race
13 Bitten by an
insect
16 Bird's home
19 Former Reds
catcher
21 Recounts
24 Minklike
animal
26 Buddhist
shrine
29 Purple shade
31 Picture
33 A fertilizer
35 Damp
36 Antenna
37 'Clan of the
Cave Bear
author
39 Scribble
aimlessly
40 Come
afterward
43 Men
46 Entertainer
Jerry —
48 Biblical word
51 — culpa
53 Woman s
name
56 Sagebrush
St
58 Star of 28
Across (tnits )

3
6 m0.
1 yr.

618.00
$36.00
$72.00

Daytime Plume

Mail this coupon with
payment to:
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, BY 42071
Or call
(502) 753-1916
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Hantavirus outbreak
feared in Southwest

Recognized for 25 years of service at Murray-Calloway County Hospital and West Vieaw Nursing Home were: (standing
from left) were Jim Perry, Linda Harding, Ann Jackson, Tom
Villafor, Carolyn Carraway and Trevada Colson; (sitting from
left) Ola Mae Brandon, Linda Norsworthy, Nancy Overbey
and Margaret Dunlap. Not pictured are Mary Marsh and Vernita Todd.

O. 4

Famous panda facing illness

•7

•

v‘ , 1 .

WASHINGTON (AP) —HsingHsing. the National Zoo's 28-yearold giant panda who came to the
United States as a gift from China
in 1972, has severe kidney dysfunction that may not be reversible.
Zoo officials said Tuesday that
Hsing-Hsing is receiving treatment
for the possibly life-threatening illness. Veterinarians at the National Zoo and consultants are treating the panda and trying to keep
zoo
comfortable, said
him
spokesman Robert Hoage.
Veterinarians began examining
Hsing-Hsing after the panda displayed signs of lethargy and lack
of appetite. In mid-May, they put
the panda under anesthesia to conduct sonograms and a blood analysis. The tests indicated a kidney
dysfunction.
When asked of the cause of
Hsing-Hsing's illness, Hoage pointed out that he is "an exceptionally old giant panda."
Hsing-Hsing managed to eat a
small amount of food Tuesday
morning. Despite this encouraging
sign, the panda remains in serious condition. Hoage said.
For now, the zoo says it will
close the giant panda exhibit —
a major draw — when Hsinglising is undergoing , treatment pr

resting, although the times for such
events will be unpredictable.
Hsing-Hsing and his female
mate. Ling-Ling, arrived in Washington in 1972, a gift from the
People's Republic of China following President Nixon's trip to
Beijing.
Ling-L-ingdied of heart failure in 1992, and none of the cubs
that the pair produced survived
more than a few days.
Hsing-Hsing has weathered his
own share of ailments. Two years,
ago he underwent cancer surgery.
Veterinarians removed an enlarged.
tumorous testicle. The other testicle was removed as a precaution.
Hsing-Hsing has also suffered from
arthritis.
About 1.000 or so giant pandas remain in the wild in China.

SANTA FE, N.M. (AP) — Six
years ago. people in a vast stretch
of the Southwest were fearful of
a mysterious, flu-like illness that
was killing the previously healthy
with frightening speed. The fear
is back.
Four New Mexicans and one person from Colorado have died this
year of hantavirus, and experts are
worried this could be the beginning of an especially bad year for
the mouse-borne disease.
Since the beginning of 1998,
there have been more than two
dozen cases in the Four Corners
states of New Mexico, Arizona,
Utah and Colorado — more than
twice as many as in the previous
three years combined, said Dr. Brian
Hjelle, associate professor at the
University of New Mexico School
of Medicine.
"The conventional wisdom is,
it's El Nino," he said. The cyclically recurring disruption in the
tropical Pacific made for a wetter-than-usual 1997-98, followed
by a milder, drier "La Nina" winter just past.
More rainfall creates greater
cover, more shelter and a bigger
food supply — nuts, seeds, vegfor rodents.
etation and insects
That likely means more deer mice,
identified as the main culprit in
the spread of hantavirus.
Hantavirus is typically caught
by breathing dust contaminated with
a rodent's infected urine, feces or
saliva. Experts recommend a wet
clean-up. using a disinfectant solution.
Dan Bradshaw of Durango.
Colo., contracted the disease in
1996 after sweeping out a mouseinfested building at an electronic
tower site he owned and then
spending the night there.
Bradshaw said it took months
— and visits to four different doctors — to get a correct diagnosis

of the coughing fits, blackouts and
other symptoms that were making
him miserable.
A 50-year-old former bicycle
racer and marathon runner, his athletic activities have been severely
curtailed.
"They hope that the lungs regenerate and repair themselves, but
they're not quite sure they will,"
Bradshaw said.
Early on, hantavirus resembles
the flu: fever and muscle aches,
and sometimes chills, headaches,
nausea and vomiting That makes
it extremely tough to diagnose on
a. first visit to a doctor.
Once the more serious symptoms start — acute respiratory
problems and fluid buildup in the
lungs — they generally progress
rapidly.
"It's still a really difficult, complicated disease," said Paul Ettestad, hantavirus epidemiologist with
the New Mexico Department of
Health.
The strain of hantavirus labeled
"Sin Nombre" or "No Name" was
first recognized in 1993 after a
flurry of cases — 18 in New Mexico, 10 in Arizona and five in
Colorado.
In all, more than 200 cases of
hantavirus pulmonary syndrome
have been confirmed in 30 states
— some of them older, mysterious cases that weren't solved until
the strain was identified. Of those,
nearly 45 percent have been fatal.

Murray Local Chapter

Fundraising Auction
June 8, 1999
Tuesday Night
6:00 — 9:00 pm
Murray State University
Curtis Center
Small Ballroom 3" Floor

Free Admission!
Anyone is welcome!
- 9:00 pm.
Come and go as you please between the hours of 6:00
proceeds go to
Items from various businesses will be auctioned off. The
Chapter.
Local
Murray
Blind,
the
of
Federation
profit the National

For more information call, Danny Perry 753-0911
Or
Melanie Cole 753-7676

Classifieds
Make Cents!
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Lifeliner
& Light Trucks)
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- NO START-UP FEE (YOU SAVE S30) PLUS: S10 PER MONTH FOR 3 MONTHS!!
•
Toll free technical support available 7 days a week
56K connection to a digital modem bank for fast reliable access
Local access numbers though out the Midwest
Free 5 meg personal web page storage & e-mail account
Latest Internet software for. Win NT, 98, 95, 3.1x, & Mac
20 Internet shareware programs, including Net Nanny, Eudora,
Adobe Acrobat, and man more.

(Passenger Cars

Sign up now at

•6 Year Limited Warranty
• 24 Month Free Replacement
• 24 Hour Roadside Assistance
• Smooth, Quiet Ride

KELLER'S COMPUTER PLACE
13600 Hwy. 121 SOUTH
NEW CONCORD, KY 42076
for info. call 436-5933
brandy@midwest.net

Warehouse Tire
400 Industrial Rd.•753-1-111
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Golf Club
The Tenriessean Golf Club is an 18-hole championship facility. The golf course is located just west of beautiful
Kentucky Lake in Tennessee. The Tennessean is played over some of the most dramatic terrain in the area. The entire
course is set among towering hardwoods and stately pines. From the championship tees, The Tennessean plays just short
of 7,200 yards, but offers five sets of tees to accommodate golfers of all abilities. Designed by renowned architect, Keith
Foster, The Tennessean Golf Club promises to delight the most discriminating golfer. Our staff of PGA Professionals are
ready to assist you on your next golf experience in the Paris area.
Play Unlimited Golf
Golf
ted
Play Unlimi
Until May 1, 2001
Until May 1, 2000

"FREE"

157 71 11..t1 t.
CloolnOlo

ItAtI4 TO 1CAU
NWT 641
loott to
1141111Y, ry

50000
(Only 75 passes available at this price)

Phase One Residential:
NTT 11
Soot O

Purchase a residential home site on the
new Tennessean Golf Club and play unlimited golf at no charge until May 1, 2001

otito
c.
fo

•

Pass Holder Receives:

Riess's

•Unlimited green fees until May 1. 2000
•157c off selected merchandise in the Tennessean Golf Shop
•USGA handicap service
•Special pass holder tournaments
•Tee time reservation privileges
This is an introductory offer for residents of Henry & adjacent
counties and will expire August 1. 1999. For more information and
to get your season pass, call Steven Driggers or Ron Matthews at

11:147

OKI

IV 71
Seed

These beautiful homes sites have been carefully selected to provide breathtaking views of the golf course, without disturbing the
natural beauty of the area. Come see for yourself why this promises to be the most sought after residential development in the
region. Call 901)642-1482 and remember, the purchase of a home
site will entitle you and your family to unlimited greens fees at The
Tennessean Golf Club until May 1, 2001.

Call: Jack Nichols: 642-1482
Riley Mohon: 642-0445
Fax: 644-1386
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